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Resumen
Esta Tesis doctoral se encuentra en el área de la comunicación cuántica exper-
imental. Trata de pares de fotones de los cuales uno está almacenado en una
memoria cuántica de estado sólido y su pareja es compatible con redes telecom.
Las correlaciones cuánticas entre un fotón telecom y un fotón almacenado en una
memoria cuántica son un recurso importante para aplicaciones del futuro como
un repetidor cuántico, que permite la transmisión de un estado cuántico hacia dis-
tancias largas. Durante la primer parte de la tesis, se ha desarrollado una fuente
de fotones nueva basada en la conversión paramétrica espontanea (SPDC). SPDC
es un proceso no lineal que divide esporádicamente un fotón de alta frecuencia
en dos fotones correlacionados de baja frecuencia dentro de un rango de varios
centenares de GHz, llamados fotones signal y idler. La fuente es compatible con
una memoria cuántica de estado sólido basada en un cristal dopado con iones de
praseodimio, usando el protocolo de pinta de frecuencias atómica (AFC). Este
material ha demostrado propiedades extraordinarias para el almacenamiento de
luz coherente. Sin embargo, ofrece un ancho de banda muy limitado de 4MHz
alrededor de una longitud de onda de 606 nm para el almacenamiento. Esto pone
requisitos muy rigurosos a los fotones creados. Para cumplir con estos requi-
sitos el proceso de SPDC se encuentra dentro de una cavidad de conguración
"bowtie". La cavidad es resonante con los fotones de signal y los de idler, que
tienen longitudes de onda diferentes, que induce pares de fotones extensamente
no-degenerados. Esta resonancia doble induce un fuerte efecto de agrupación de
modos espectrales, que evita un gran número de modos redundantes. El espectro
de los fotones creados se ha investigado detenidamente y contiene tres grupos
con pocos modos espectrales. La anchura de cada modo es 2MHz y cumple con
los requisitos de la memoria cuántica. El ltraje de un modo único se realiza
con una cavidad de Fabry-Perot adicional. El resultado es la demonstración de
los pares de fotones más estrechos en un modo espectral individual creados por
SPDC. En la segunda parte de la tesis se crean fotones individuales de 606 nm
anunciados por la detección de un fotón de 1436 nm. Estos fotones anunciados se
almacenan como excitación colectiva óptica en un cristal de praseodimio usando
el protocolo de AFC. Correlaciones no-clásicas entre el fotón almacenado y el
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fotón anunciante se observan hasta una duración de almacenado de 4µs, 20 veces
más largo que lo conseguido en experimentos previos con una memoria cuántica
de estado sólido. Con el desarrollo posterior de la fuente se logró una tasa de
coincidencia un orden de magnitud más alta y una eciencia de anunciado del
28%. La naturaleza del fotón individual anunciado se demostró por medido del
"antibunching" del campo signal. Estos avances hicieron que los fotones crea-
dos fueran compatibles con el almacenamiento en el estado de spin del cristal de
praseodimio usando el protocolo completo de AFC. Esto permitió que la duración
de almacenamiento fuera extendida a 11 µs y también una lectura en demanda.
La última parte de la tesis explora entrelazamiento en frecuencia entre los pares de
fotones creados. Es un tipo de entrelazamiento, aún poco investigado, basado en
los modos espectrales, que es muy conveniente para los fotones de banda estrecha.
Tomamos la ventaja de que la fuente crea varios modos de frecuencias separa-
dos y correlacionados en energía. Para demonstrar una superposición coherente
de los modos de frecuencia usamos moduladores electro-ópticos para mezclarlos
coherentemente. Demostramos franjas de interferencia entre dos fotones con una
alta visibilidad, un fuerte indicador del entrelazamiento en frecuencia.
Los resultados presentados en esta tesis abren la puerta a la demonstración de
entrelazamiento entre una memoria de estado sólido y un fotón telecom. Esto rep-
resenta un paso importante hacia la realización de un repetidor cuántico usando
dispositivos de estado sólido.
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Abstract
This PhD thesis is in the scope of experimental quantum communication. It deals
with correlated photon pairs of which one photon is stored in a solid state device,
while the other photon is at telecom wavelength. Quantum correlation between
a photon at telecom wavelength and a photon stored in a quantum memory is an
important resource for future applications like quantum repeaters, allowing the
transmission of quantum states over long distances.
During the rst part of this thesis, a novel photon pair source has been devel-
oped, based on spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) inside a bow-tie
cavity. SPDC is a non-linear process which splits a pump photon sporadically
into two correlated photons, called signal and idler photon. The source used in
this work has been designed to be compatible with a solid state quantum memory
based on a praseodymium doped crystal, using the atomic frequency comb (AFC)
protocol. This material has shown promising properties for classical light storage.
However, it features a small storage bandwidth of 4MHz at 606 nm, which sets
stringent requirements for the photons to be stored. To match these requirements
the SPDC process takes place inside a bow-tie cavity which is resonant with the
created signal and idler photons. The dierence between storage wavelength and
telecom wavelength (1436 nm in our case) leads to widely non-degenerate photon
pairs. Double resonance leads to a strong clustering eect, which suppresses a
high number of redundant spectral modes. The created photon spectrum is in-
vestigated carefully and consists of three clusters with few well separated modes.
The width of each mode is around 2MHz and matches the requirement for the
quantum memory. Single mode operation was achieved by placing an additional
Fabry-Perot cavity in the idler eld at 1436 nm. This resulted in the demonstra-
tion of the narrowest photon pairs consisting of a spectral single mode, created
by SPDC to date.
In the second part of the thesis, heralded single photons at 606 nm were created
by the detection of a photon at 1436 nm. These heralded photons were then
stored as collective optical excitations in a praseodymium crystal, using the AFC
scheme. Non-classical correlation between the heralding photon and the stored
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and retrieved photons were observed for storage times up to 4µs, 20 times longer
than achieved in previous solid state quantum memory experiments.
Further development on the source led to improved results, including an in-
crease of coincidence count rate by one order of magnitude and a heralding e-
ciency of 28%. The single photon nature of the heralded photon was also mea-
sured directly by showing strong antibunching of the 606 nm signal eld. These
improvements made the created photons compatible with the storage in the spin
state of the praseodymium level scheme, using the full AFC protocol. That en-
abled an extended storage time of 11 µs with on demand readout of the stored
photon.
The last part of the thesis explores the possibility to use entanglement between
the created photon pairs. Here we show an approach of entanglement analysis,
based on frequency bins, which is well suited for narrow band photons. We take
advantage of the fact that the source naturally creates several energy correlated
well separated frequency modes. In order to show the coherent superposition of
the frequency modes, we use electro-optical modulators to coherently mix them.
We could show high-visibility two-photon interference fringes, a strong indicator
for entanglement in the frequency domain.
The results presented in this thesis open the door for the demonstration of
entanglement between a solid-state spin-wave quantum memory and a photon
at telecom wavelength. This represents an important step for the realization of
quantum repeaters using solid state resources.
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1Introduction
The eld of quantum information uses the extraordinary features of quantum
mechanics to establish more powerful processors, secure communication, simula-
tion of complex atomic systems or ultra precise sensing. Quantum processors are
capable to calculate specic problems much faster than classical processors. With
quantum key distribution a non interceptable communication based on physical
laws is possible. Complex simulations of atomic systems allow to design ma-
terials with new properties on the smallest scale. Quantum sensing allows to
enhance the precision of atomic clocks, magnetometers, length scales, etc. The
work presented in this thesis goes into the direction of long distance quantum
communication, which uses quantum repeaters to transfer a quantum state over
long distances. Most quantum repeater architectures require photon pair sources,
quantum memories and entanglement, experiments done during this PhD thesis
cover these topics.
1.1 Quantum information science
1.1.1 Qubits
In contrast to classical information, where a bit can be in one of the states 0 or
1, quantum information uses a superposition of 0 and 1 the so called qubits
j i = j0i+ j1i (1.1)
1
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, with 2 + 2 = 1, the probability coecients  and . The states j0i and
j1i can be for example dierent polarization states (expressed as jHi and jV i)
or the ground jgi and the excited jei state in a two level atomic system. In
general, qubits can be divided in two classes: Flying qubits, which can be used
to distribute quantum information, encoded in single photons or weak coherent
states and stationary qubits, which can be used to store quantum information in
quantum memories, based on atoms, ions or impurities in solids.
A classical bit keeps the same value after measuring it, and thus can be copied
and amplied. That enables an unlimited transfer distance for classical informa-
tion. In contrast, a measurement on a qubit projects its state on the measurement
basis and therefore denes the probabilities it in that basis. Since there is no way
to know the exact outcome of a qubit before measuring it, qubits cannot be copied
nor amplied [1]. That limits the approachable distance and their lifetime due to
optical losses and decoherence.
1.1.2 Entanglement
An important resource for quantum information science is given by entanglement.
Entanglement is a fundamental quantum eect, in which two or more particles,
e.g. photons, share the same non-separable quantum state. It is a required re-
source for advanced quantum communication processes, like quantum computing
or quantum repeaters. Photons can be entangled e.g. in polarization, time-bins,
momentum, path and in frequency.
An entangled state can be expressed as:
ji = 1p
2
(j10i+ eij01i) (1.2)
This state describes a non-separable state of two particles and leads to correlation
stronger than possible with classical particles. The outcome of each particle is not
known until a measurement on one of the two particles is performed. The mea-
surement projects the state of both particles on a certain measurement basis and
denes their own states in the used basis instantaneously. After a measurement
is taken each particle owns a separated state and the entanglement is dissolved.
2
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However, it is possible to perform operations on entangled states, like spin
ips, transformations, teleportation [2], swapping [3] without measuring their
state. This creates the possibility of performing quantum algorithms.
1.1.3 Quantum computation
Today's encryption techniques, used in private E-Mail communication, bank
transfers or secret service issues, are based on the factorization of very large
numbers into their prime factors. Using classical computers, with actual known
algorithms, the decryption of these data would take much longer than the lifetime
of several generations. A quantum computer with a sucient number of oper-
ating qubits could do the factorization much faster and obtain a lot of sensitive
information by decryption. The best known quantum algorithm is the Shor's
algorithm [4], it allows to factorize integers with a polynomial increase of calcu-
lation steps which is signicantly faster for large numbers than the exponential
increase with classical algorithms used today. Shor's algorithm has been already
applied for small numbers like 15 [5] and 21 [6]. Since the eld of quantum in-
formation is progressing very fast, new encryption technologies will be required
soon.
1.1.4 Quantum key distribution
On the other hand, quantum mechanics oers the possibility to exchange keys
in a secure way using quantum key distribution (QKD). The security of QKD
is based on the fact that a quantum state can not be copied due to the non-
cloning theorem [1] and the result of a quantum state analysis could reveal an
eavesdropper's measurement in the communication channel. One of the rst
algorithms for QKD is the BB84-protocol [7] which founded a basis for many
more complex and improved protocols today [8].
For all protocols the distribution of qubits is required. While the non-cloning
theorem is the heart of the security of QKD, it is also what prevents to send quan-
tum information over large distances in optical bers using direct transmission.
The amplication of a single photon state is not possible and the absorption loss
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in optical bers increases exponentially with the distance. The number of qubits
received by a distant party separated by the length L therefore scales as:
N = R  P0  tdet = R  P0  e L  det (1.3)
where R is the repetition rate of the source, P0 is the probability to emit a photon,
t is the transmission of the quantum channel and det is the detection eciency.
The distribution of a quantum state in between Barcelona and Madrid, which are
separated by a distance of roughly 600 km, using one single photon source with
a generation rate of R = 10GHz and unit eciency (P0 = 1), transmitted in a
low loss telecom ber (0:2 dBkm 1), would take in average 1:5min (for det = 1).
For a distance of 1000 km, e.g. between Paris and Berlin, the average duration
to detect a photon would be more than 300 years. The longest distance of secure
QKD with qubits encoded in weak coherent states has been 307 km so far [9].
Using entangled photon pairs and placing the source in between two receivers the
detection rate is given by:
C = R  P0  ptpt  2det (1.4)
We see that the distribution of entangled states alone does not change the scaling
with distance. A solution to alleviate the distance limitations is given by quantum
repeater protocols [1012], combining entanglement distribution, entanglement
swapping and quantum memories. Using these architectures the losses scale only
polynomially with distance.
1.2 Quantum repeaters
Quantum repeater protocols [1012] suggest to divide the distance in shorter seg-
ments with the possibility to store the entanglement in quantum memories (QM)
at the connection points in between the segments. After entanglement is dis-
tributed successfully between the two quantum memories of one segment, it is
stored until the entanglement of the neighboring segment is heralded. Then the
entanglement can be swapped at the connection nodes and extended to the outer
memories. The fact that the entanglement can be stored in quantum memories
4
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Figure 1.1: a) long distances could be divided in smaller segments, consisting of
quantum relays with entangled photon pair sources and quantum memories at the
edges. b) Entanglement could be distributed in between the shorter distances of
each segments and stored in the quantum memories. Once entanglement in two
neighboring segments is created a Bell measurement can be performed in between
the two inner quantum memories. c) If successful, the entanglement is extended
towards the outer quantum memories as a result of the swapping operation. Further
segments could be added and the entanglement can be extended to longer distances.
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allows the dierent segments to be independent from each other. This implies
that the entanglement distribution within each segment does not need to succeed
simultaneously in each segment. For that reason the loss doesn't scale expo-
nentially with distance any more, instead a polynomial scaling leads to higher
success probabilities for long distances. If several modes can be stored at the
same time in a quantum memory, the success probability increases linearly with
the number of modes [1214]. An illustration for better understanding is given in
Fig. 1.1. For the development of functional quantum repeaters, it is necessary to
develop quantum memories and compatible quantum light sources with extraor-
dinary performances. In addition the photons used for the transmission should
be at telecom wavelentgh, where the absorption loss is low.
To increase the quality of entangled states, which may be degraded by trans-
mission losses in optical ber, imperfect entanglement swappings and noise from
quantum memories, entanglement purication protocols [15] can be applied.
A new generation of quantum repeaters based on quantum error correction has
been proposed recently, that do not require quantum memories [1618]. However,
this type of repeaters require much more advanced resources and capabilities than
the one based on heralded entanglement and quantum memories.
1.2.1 Our approach to build a quantum repeater
Suggested protocol
We follow an approach based on photon pair sources and solid state quantum
memories which can store multiple temporal modes at the same time [13]. A
schematic drawing is depicted in Fig. 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Scheme of quantum repeater protocol.
Each node includes a photon pair source and a quantum memory. The photon
pair sources emit one photon resonant with the quantum memory and one photon
6
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at telecom wavelengths, which benets from very low losses in bers and the use of
existing telecom infrastructures. The photon pair sources are pumped coherently,
leading to the state:

1 +
r
p
2
 
eiAaya0y + eiBbyb0y

+O(p)

j0i (1.5)
One mode of each source is stored in the quantum memory next to the photon
pair source, while the other photon is sent over long distance in an optical ber.
At a central location between the two photon pair sources, the photons coming
from the two distant sources are combined at a beam splitter, which erases the
information about their origin. This leads to a probabilistic implementation of
entanglement swapping. A photon detection behind the beam splitter will project
the two remote quantum memories onto an entangled state:
jABi = 1p
2
(j1iAj0iB  eiAB j0iAj1iB) (1.6)
The state describes two entangled quantum memories at Alice (A) and Bob's (B)
position of which one contains a collective atomic excitation, while the other one
is in the ground state. In that case, the entanglement between the two remote
QMs is probabilistic, but heralded, which is crucial for the scalability of the
quantum repeater. If entanglement is established in two neighboring segments
containing the quantum memories A,B and C,D, photons of the inner quantum
memories (B,C) can be read out and the entanglement can be swapped by a
photon detection after the beam splitter (see Fig. 1.1 (b)) onto the outer quantum
memories A and D. The entangled state
1p
2
(ay + ei(AB+CD)dy)j0i (1.7)
between quantum memory A and D is created. We see that the phases AB
and CD play a crucial role and phase stability between the involved photon pair
sources is required. In this way, it is possible to establish entanglement between
more distant memories. If entanglement is distributed in two parallel chains (1,2)
to the locations A and Z, then the projection into the subspace where at least
7
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one excitation is present in A and Z is analogous to conventional polarization or
time-bin entanglement [13]:
j	AZi = 1p
2
(ay1z
y
2 + e
i(2 1)ay2z
y
1)j0i (1.8)
This protocol is advantageous because it requires only single particle detection
for the entanglement connections. In addition, used in combination with QMs
that can store multiple qubits in the time domain, it has the advantage of allowing
time multiplexing. That can increase the distribution probability by a factor of
Nm, where Nm is the number of modes that can be stored in the memory.
The key ingredient to realize an elementary segment of this quantum repeater
architecture are thus quantum memories, and photon pair sources with one pho-
ton compatible with the memory and the other photon at telecom wavelength.
Our recourses for the implementation
Our QM consists of a praseodymium doped crystal (Pr3+:Y2SiO5). Photons with
a wavelength of 606 nm and a narrow spectral bandwidth of few MHz can be
stored in this crystal. The spectral bandwidth is limited by the electronic struc-
ture, because of the small separation between the excited states (see Fig 1.3).
Therefore the photon pair source has to provide narrow band photons at 606 nm
at one output-arm, guided to the QM close by, correlated with photons at telecom
wavelength for far transmission in an optical ber.
To create these pairs we chose the process of spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC) in a nonlinear crystal. One pump photon is split sporadically
into two correlated (in time and energy) photons, called signal and idler photons.
Energy and momentum conservation have to be satised and lead to the phase-
matching condition. SPDC can be used to implement heralded single photon
sources: one photon is detected and heralds the arrival time of a single photon in
the other mode. The drawback of SPDC is that the generated photon pairs have
a bandwidth which is determined by the phase matching condition, resulting in
a typical width in the order of hundreds of GHz.
By placing a cavity around the nonlinear crystal it is possible to reduce the
bandwidth of the out-coupled photons to the width of the cavity modes, which
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can be in the MHz range, while keeping a high count rate due to cavity enhance-
ment. This conguration corresponds to an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
far below threshold.
SPDC has the advantage of wavelength exibility, depending on the crystal
design, the phase matching conditions and the pump wavelentgh. Many wave-
length combinations are possible including a wide spreading of signal and idler
wavelengths. The quantum memory restricts us to 606 nm for the signal wave-
length, while we are more free in the choice of the idler wavelength, which requires
low absorption in optical bers. Optical bers used for telecommunications pos-
sess a small absorption for several wavelength windows between 1200 nm and
1700 nm. For practical reasons (availability of the pump laser) the wavelength of
our telecom photon is at 1436 nm where the absorption in optical bers can be
as low as 0:2 dBkm 1.
1.2.2 Required performances for a quantum repeater
To distribute entanglement over 600 km and beat direct transmission in the suc-
cess probability components with excellent performances as shown in Tab. 1.1
have to be connected [12].
Protocol [13]
Detectors with > 90% detection eciency
Memories with > 90% storage eciency
Memories with  2 s storage time
Multi mode capacity with 100 modes
Elementary links 4 segments
Single photons at telecom wavelength interfaced with a quantum memory
Table 1.1: requirements for a quantum repeater
Single photon detectors with more than 90 percent detection eciency are
already available, even at telecom wavelength. However they have to be cooled
to cryogenic temperatures [19, 20]. Even though important progress has been
realized in last years in the performances of quantum memories and photon pair
9
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sources (see section 1.3), the combination of all required properties remains so
far elusive.
Entanglement purication which enhances the delity, would require several
entanglement chains in parallel and thus decrease the count rate. The parameters
in table 1.1 have been calculated in [12] assuming that the number of links would
be low enough to be able to achieve a sucient delity without entanglement
purication.
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1.3 State of the Art
1.3.1 Solid state quantum memories
Figure 1.3: Level structure
of praseodymium ions.
As quantum memory we use a rare earth (RE)
doped crystal. These materials, when cooled
down to below 4K, have interesting properties
for storage applications. They provide a system
with a large number of atoms naturally trapped
in a transparent solid state matrix. This pre-
vents the atoms from moving and constitute a
so called 'frozen' gas of atoms. RE doped crys-
tals are characterized by long coherence times.
They can be used for multiplexed storage using
dierent temporal [2123], spectral [24] or spa-
tial [25] modes. Spectral hole burning techniques
can be applied to slow down the light [2628] and
in combination with atomic frequency comb pro-
tocols long storage times for quantum light are
possible [13, 29, 30].
The rst demonstration of storage in RE doped solids at single photon level
has been realized a Nd-doped crystal (Nd:YVO4) using the atomic frequency
comb (AFC) protocol [31]. Storage of entangled photons, created by SPDC in
a nonlinear waveguide, in Nd3+:Y2SiO5 has been realized [32, 33]. A heralded
entanglement of two Nd-doped crystals has been shown with a photon pair source
based on SPDC [34]. However, this scheme cannot be applied to remote quantum
memories. The storage in Nd3+:Y2SiO5 is restricted to the excited state, since an
appropriate level structure with a third long lived ground state is not available.
That limits the storage to short and predetermined times.
Instead, praseodymium doped crystals (Pr3+:Y2SiO5), do oer an appropriate
level structure with a threefold ground state (shown in Fig. 1.3) which makes
Pr3+:Y2SiO5 an interesting candidate for spin wave storage. That oers the
possibility to extend the storage time and brings the possibility of an on de-
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mand readout. In addition, these crystals provide high absorption of around
 = 20 cm 1 at the optical transition combined with spin levels with excellent co-
herence properties. This allows high internal eciencies up to 76% (measured in
multi-pass conguration for very short storage time) [35] and long storage times
up to 90 s (albeit with low eciency in the percent range) [36] for classical light,
using stopped light based on electro-magnetically induced transparency (EIT).
These high eciencies and long storage times have been shown with strong laser
pulses with a duration in the µs-range. The long duration of the laser pulses is
necessary to match the limited bandwidth of EIT. For the development of quan-
tum repeaters the realization with few photons, which allow entanglement, is
required. Weak coherent states which are close to the single photon level have
shown eciencies up to 69% in the excited state [37]. The highest spin-wave stor-
age eciency at the single photon level is currently 23% [38]. These properties
make Pr3+:Y2SiO5 an excellent candidate for applications as solid state quantum
memories.
Despite very promising properties, quantum light had never been stored in a
Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal before the beginning of this thesis. A drawback of the level
structure of praseodymium is that the splitting in the excited state is around
4MHz, which leads to a small storage bandwidth. This makes the storage of
quantum light challenging, since typical sources have a broad bandwidth of hun-
dreds of gigahertz. The challenging task to realize storage of quantum light,
respectively heralded single photons, in this material is the main goal of this
thesis.
1.3.2 Narrowband photon pair sources based on sponta-
neous parametric downconversion
The most common way to generate entangled photon pairs is to use spontaneous
parametric downconversion (SPDC). It is a nonlinear process in an anisotropic
crystal which creates sporadically a photon pair out of one pump photon. A
detailed description of the process can be found in section 2.1. SPDC allows
quite simple setups and exibility in the choice of wavelength. The drawback
of SPDC is that the photons created have a large spectral bandwidth which is
12
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usually hundreds of GHz. This value is signicantly higher than the bandwidth
of most atomic transitions including rare earth based quantum memories.
One possibility to match the bandwidth with atomic transitions would be to
apply narrowband spectral ltering behind an ecient source based on waveguides
[32, 34, 3944]. In that case ltering reduces the count rate per second. However
it was possible to scale the bandwidth down to 9MHz to store single photons
in a cold atomic Rubidium cloud using electromagnetically induced transparency
[39]. Some sources were used to store entanglement [3234, 42, 43] in crystals.
A possible technique to generate entangled photon pairs is to use two separated
SPDC-crystals [42, 43].
Another approach to generate narrowband photon pairs is to place a nonlinear
crystal used for SPDC inside a cavity, resonant to the photon pairs. It has been
shown that in this conguration the bandwidth of SPDC photon pairs can be
reduced, while the spectral brightness of the source inside the cavity modes is
enhanced [45]. More theoretical studies have been done [46, 47].
Very ecient and robust devices are based on integrated devices like waveg-
uides with partially reective endface coating [4851] or on whispering gallery
mode resonators [52, 53]. An integrated source based on a microring cavity gen-
erates frequency multiplexed photon pairs at telecom wavelength [54]. However
these sources haven't been used for storage experiments so far.
A more exible design can be achieved placing a bulk crystal inside a bow-tie
cavity [5558]. This design is suited for long cavities with a tight focusing pa-
rameter. An elaborate locking scheme is required to match the photon linewidth
with an atomic transition. Simpler Fabry-Perot designs are realized either with
a monolithic cavity with coated end-faces [59] or semi-monolithic cavity with one
coated end-face and one external mirror [60] or with two external mirrors [6167].
Some of them use two crystals inside the cavity either to create polarization en-
tangled pairs [55] or for compensation of the introduced birefringence by a type
II crystal [57, 6164].
With this kind of techniques, photon sources with line widths in the MHz
range could be demonstrated with various designs [50, 53, 57, 58, 60, 63, 65, 67].
Interfacing such photons eectively with atomic transitions has also been demon-
strated [39, 42, 44, 60, 65, 6973]. These sources are of special interest for the
13
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Reference Bandwidth Wavelength Atomic Entanglement
[MHz] [nm] transition
passive ltering resonant
Akiba et al. [39] 9 795 87Rb
Clausen et al. [32] 35 883 + 1338 Nd:Y2SiO2 time-bin
Clausen et al. [42] 240 883 + 1338 Nd:Y2SiO2 polarization
Jin et al. [43] 6000 795 + 1553 Tm:LiNbO3 time-bin
Saglamyurek et al. [44] 6  103 795 + 1532 Er-doped ber time-bin
cavity enhanced resonant
Bao et al. [60] 9.6 780 polarization
Zhang et al. [65] 5 795 87Rb polarization
Wolfgramm et al. [57] 7 795 87Rb
Fekete et al. [58] 2 606 + 1436 Pr3+Y2SiO2
Zhou et al. [68] 9.6 780 Rb
cavity enhanced non-resonant
Wang et al. [55] 18 860 polarization
Scholz et al. [63] 2.7 893
Förtsch et al. [53] 26.8 tunable
Luo et al. [50] 60 890 + 1320
Table 1.2: narrowband photon pair sources
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development of quantum repeaters. As mentioned before, one interesting sce-
nario is that one photon of the source is stored in a quantum memory while its
partner photon is used to distribute entanglement to the neighboring node [13].
To bridge large distances the second photon should be at a low loss telecommu-
nication wavelength. To that end frequency non-degenerate sources have been
developed [32, 4244, 50, 58].
In table 1.2 an overview of the most important sources with their character-
istics is given.
1.4 Brief summary of my contributions
I joined the group in October 2011 and started directly to work on the photon
pair source with Julia Fekete, a postdoc who started in the same year. J. Fekete
had already set up the PPLN crystal and started to characterize it in single pass
conguration. She also designed the cavity which was included at a later stage
in the setup. I already was experienced with optical parametric oscillators for
ecient second harmonic generation I worked on during my Master thesis and
single photon counting technologies due to my Bachelor thesis. Therefore I could
directly contribute in the lab. The measurements presented in chapter 3 and in
[58] were done in a team of both of us or by myself while J. Fekete was evaluating
the results. In June 2013 I took over the responsibility of the source and its con-
nection to the memory and prepared it for the measurements presented in chapter
4 and in [73]. This measurements were done in collaboration with the quantum
memory team1 in our group. Afterwards I investigated carefully how the source
could be improved and applied changes on it presented in chapter 5 to prepare
it for a possible storage in the spin state of our quantum memory. Apart from
that I started to work on showing entanglement with the source. First I tried
to implement polarization entanglement with a two crystal conguration similar
to [55]. I took advantage of that possibility to investigate the reduction of the
number of created modes due to the clustering eect. Both approaches didn't
bring the desired results, because of technical limitations. Instead I suggested
1Kutlu Kutluer, Patrick Ledingham, Mustafa Gündogan, Margherita Mazzera
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to show frequency entanglement based on the frequency modes created by our
source. I started to work on that in the beginning of 2015 based on experiments
shown in [74]. In June 2015 a new postdoc, Andreas Lenhard, joined our group
and helped me a lot in taking and presenting the data about the frequency entan-
glement shown in chapter 6 and in retaking and presenting some data presented
in chapter 5. At a later stage the evaluation of the frequency entanglement led
to a collaboration with a theoretical group1 in our institute led by Antonio Acin.
1Osvaldo Jimenez, Daniel Cavalcanti, Alejandro Máttar and Antonio Acín
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2.1 Spontaneous parametric down-conversion
In spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) a pump photon inside an
optically nonlinear medium can split spontaneously into a pair of photons (called
signal and idler), each of them at lower energy than the pump. The detection of
one photon signals the presence of its partner photon. Hence, SPDC can be used
as a source of heralded single photons [75].
Figure 2.1: One pump photon enters a periodically poled crystal and creates a
signal-idler photon pair spontaneously.
As in other non-linear processes, like second harmonic generation (SHG) or
dierence frequency generation (DFG), energy and momentum have to be con-
served. Energy is conserved if:
Epump = h
c
p
= h
c
s
+ h
c
i
(2.1)
and the momentum ~k = ~2ni
i
is conserved if no phase mismatch k is present
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and the phase matching condition is fullled:
k =
2np
p
  2ns()
s
  2ni()
i
= 0 (2.2)
The two photon state created by SPDC is derived e.g. in [76] and can be written
as:
j	iPDC = j0s; 0ii+ 
Z
d!1d!2f(!1; !2)j!1s!2ii (2.3)
where f(!1; !2) = p(!1 + !2)h(!1; !2) includes the spectral amplitude of the
narrowband pump eld p(!1 + !2) and the phase matching function
h(Lk) = e iLk=2  sinc(Lk=2) (2.4)
.
2.1.1 Fullling phase matching condition
To fulll the phase-matching condition given in Eqn. 2.2 birefringent materials
are usually required, since dispersion is monotonous in the visible range. The
anisotropy in birefringent crystals leads to an ordinary and an extraordinary
refractive index which apply for orthogonal polarizations. That advantage can
be used to create signal and idler photons with the same polarization, while the
pump photons polarization is orthogonal (Type I) or to create photon pairs with
orthogonal polarizations (Type II). To achieve the suitable relation between the
refractive indices several techniques can be applied. The technique which was
used rst is called critical phase matching and can be applied by rotating the
crystal to change the angle of its optical axis with respect to the incident beam.
A more convenient technique is the non-critical phase matching which matches
the refractive indices by temperature tuning.
A common technique, known as quasi phase matching, provides more exi-
bility in the choice of wavelengths but requires a special design. This technique
in combination with non-critical phase matching for ne tuning is very powerful
and used throughout the thesis.
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Quasi phase matching
Critical and non-critical phase matching are bounded to certain wavelengths
ranges due to given material properties. To overcome these bounds the crys-
tal can be designed with an alternating orientation of its nonlinearity. This so
called periodic poling changes the sign of the phase periodically and thus com-
pensates the phase mismatch. Crystals can be produced with a poling period 
in the µm-range. That adds an additional term the phase matching condition:
k =
2np
p
  2ns()
s
  2ni()
i
  2

= 0 (2.5)
This term can fulll the phase matching condition, with wavelength/refractive
index combinations which would normally not provide phase matching. It allows
also a new type of phase matching (type 0) with equally polarized pairs and pump
photons. Fig. 2.2 illustrates how the conversion eciency scales with a perfect
c
crystal length [2Λ]
Figure 2.2: Comparison of output power versus crystal length between (a) per-
fectly phase matched, (b) rst-order QPM, (c) non-phase matched frequency con-
version. [77]
phase matching, a quasi phase matching and without phase matching.
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2.1.2 Spectral bandwidth
The spectral shape of the signal, respectively idler, photon is given by the spectral
power density function derived in [47]:
S(s) / L2c  sinc2

k(s; i = p   s)  Lc
2

(2.6)
with the crystal length Lc. The refractive indeces used to calculate k are wave-
length dependent and can be calculated using the Sellmeier formulas [78]. For
non-degenerate photons the bandwidth can be linearized, taking the group index
ngs;i =
ns;i
1+ 
ns;i
@ns;i
@
(approximated by a rst order Taylor expansion) for signal and
idler photons into account [59]:
  = 0:885  c
Lc
1
j ngi   ngs j
(2.7)
2.1.3 Optimal beam waist
To maximize the conversion eciency in non-linear processes of the second order,
like SPDC, the beam waist has to be adjusted according to the crystal length L
to obtain the highest possible intensity inside the crystal. A very short crystal
requires a tight beam waist inside the center, while the intensity at the edges of
a longer crystal would suer from a too tight beam waist in the center.
The optimal ratio between the length of a crystal and the confocal parameter
b is given by the Boyd-Kleinmann parameter [79]. For collinear phase matching
without walk o it is:
2:84 =
Lc
b
(2.8)
The confocal parameter b is two times the Rayleigh length zr:
b = 2  zr = 2    nref  !
2
0
p
(2.9)
2.1.4 Statistics of SPCD
The state of the created photon pairs given in Eqn. 2.3 can also include higher
order terms and be written as [80, chapter 9.5]:
j	is;i =
p
1  p
1X
n=0
p
n
2 jnisjnii (2.10)
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Here we don't consider the spectral shape of the created photon pairs as expressed
in Eqn. 2.3. We just consider the number of created photons expressed in a n
photon number Fock state jnis;i with a probability p for the decay of a pump
photon into a photon pair. This state is known as two mode squeezed state. To
avoid the generation of multiple photon pairs the generation probability has to
be low p  1. That distinguishes the spontaneous process from the stimulated
process.
Cross-correlation
The temporal correlation between signal and idler photons can be measured by
the second order intensity cross correlation function G(2)s;i (), the normalized form
is denoted as:
g
(2)
s;i () 
hEys(t)Eyi (t+ )Ei(t+ )Es(t)i
hEyi (t+ )Ei(t+ )ihEys(t)Es(t)i
; (2.11)
where Eys;i and Es;i are the electric eld creation and annihilation operators for
the signal and idler elds. For an ideal two mode squeezed state, as in Eq. 2.10,
the cross-correlation function is given by the generation probability:
g
(2)
s;i = 1 +
1
p
(2.12)
A low p enables high correlation, but at the cost of generation rate. The mean
number of photons generated is given by:
ns =
p
1  p (2.13)
In practice g(2)s;i can also be determined over a detection window  as:
g
(2)
s;i () =
ps;i
pspi
(2.14)
where ps;i is the probability to detect a coincidence between signal and idler
photons and ps respectively pi, the probability to detect a signal, respectively
idler, photon in a time interval  .
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Unconditioned auto-correlation
To characterize the state emitted by SPDC, another useful correlation function
is the unconditional second order autocorrelation function g(2)s;s and g
(2)
i;i . It can
be obtained by setting a beam splitter in the signal or idler arm and detect the
coincidences in the two obtained outputs. In the ideal case of a two mode squeezed
state expressed in Eq. 2.10 the unconditional eld exhibits thermal statistics with
g
(2)
s;s (0) = g
(2)
i;i (0) = 2.
However noise, which doesn't show thermal correlations on the photon time
scale, like detector dark counts or coherent background can lower this value. If
the background in the detectors A and B are expressed as DcA and DcB, and the
detected signal including background as NA and NB then the g
(2)
x;x-value is given
by [73]:
g(2)x;x(0) = 1 +
(NA  DcA)(NB  DcB)
NA NB  2: (2.15)
Another reason for a lower g(2)x;x-value can be the contribution of several spectral
or temporal modes. Then the autocorrelation decreases as [81]
g(2)x;x(0) = 1 + 1=N  2 (2.16)
where N is the number of modes.
Conditioned auto-correlation
If the autocorrelation measurement is conditioned on a click on the detector at
the correlated mode, the resulting value is connected to the cross-correlation and
unconditioned auto-correlation values in the following way [82]:
g
(2)
i:s;s =
g
(2)
s;s  g(2)i;i
g
(2)
s;i
(2.17)
All classical states must obey g(2)i:s;s  1 If p is low enough, the heralded signal
eld can be in a non-classical state. In that case each click heralds only one
photon and no coincidences at zero time delay on the two detectors behind the
beam splitter are expected. For p 1, g(2)i:s;s tends toward 0, and a single photon
Fock state is generated.
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Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
The non-classical nature of the correlation between signal and idler elds can also
be experimentally assessed with a Cauchy-Schwarz inequality involving correla-
tion functions. For a pair of independent classical elds the following inequality
must be fullled:
R =
(g
(2)
s;i )
2
g
(2)
s;sg
(2)
i;i
 1 (2.18)
If the signal and idler elds exhibit thermal or sub-thermal statistics g(2)s;s (0) =
g
(2)
i;i (0)  2, the measurement of g(2)s;i > 2 is therefore a signature of non-classical
correlations.
2.2 Cavity enhanced SPDC
Since quantum memories based on Pr doped solids accept a bandwidth of a few
MHz, which doesn't match with the phase matching bandwidth of the SPDC
process, a reduction of the linewidth is required. That can either be done by
placing ltering cavities (FC) behind the SPDC process or by generating the
photon pairs directly inside the cavity modes by placing the non-linear crystal
inside a cavity, as in Fig. 2.3. The second option brings an enhancement B of
the spectral brightness, related to the nesse F of the cavity [45].
B =
F 3
2F0
(2.19)
F is the nesse including internal losses caused by the non-linear medium Lint
and F0 is the nesse of the cavity without internal losses.
2.2.1 Parameters for a Bow-tie cavity
Finesse
The nesse is limited by round-trip losses and the mirrors reectivity. For an
asymmetric cavity with one lower reective mirror for out coupling and high
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Figure 2.3: Bow-tie cavity with non-linear crystal inside creating photon pairs
resonant to the cavity.
reective mirrors the nesse can be calculated as:
F =

p
rocrtr
1  rocrtr (2.20)
Here roc is the reection coecient and can be calculated from the reectivity
Roc of the out coupling mirror roc =
p
Roc =
p
1  Toc. The reectivity coecient
rtr includes the reectivity of the remaining mirrors and the transmission of the
medium. It can be calculated from the remaining power after one round trip of the
cavity rtr =
p
1  Lint, with Lint the internal losses. To acquire the best trade-o
between cavity enhancement and escape eciency a good impedance matching
given by Toc = Lint is required. For these assumptions the nesse simplies to
[83]:
F =

Lint
(2.21)
Free spectral range
Another important parameter is the free spectral range (FSR) which is inversely
proportional to the resonator length Lcav. In case of an empty ring cavity the
FSR is given by
FSR =
c
Lcav
(2.22)
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Taking the crystal length Lc with the group index n
g
s;i into account the exact FSR
can be calculated as:
FSR =
c
Lcav + (Lc(n
g
s;i   1))
(2.23)
Due to dispersion the refractive indeces, and thus the FSR, for signal and idler
wavelength are slightly dierent in the non-degenerate case. That leads to the
clustering eect described in 2.2.3.
Linewidth
Given the FSR and the nesse F , the linewidth of the cavity modes can be
calculated:
FWHM =
F
FSR
(2.24)
If a crystal is inserted in the cavity, the nesse is limited by internal losses, mostly
in the percent range, and the remaining parameter to adjust the linewidth is
the cavity length. Thus rather long cavities are required to achieve a narrow
linewidth. The bow-tie design enables a long cavity path-length combined with a
narrow beam waist at the crystals center. It also facilitates the elaborate locking
scheme required to achieve double resonance.
Escape eciency
The cavity escape eciency describes the probability of a photon to exit the
cavity, without getting lost beforehand (by absorption or transmittance trough
high reective mirrors). It can be calculated using the transmission of the out
coupling mirror Toc and the internal losses Lint [84]:
esc =
Toc
Toc + Lint
(2.25)
In the impedance-matched case Toc  Lint, the best trade o between cavity
nesse and escape eciency for the highest enhancement, it amounts 50%.
The internal losses Lint cannot be measured directly. They can be estimated
either from the transmission of the crystal or calculated taking into account the
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Finesse and the transitivity of the out-coupling mirror: From Eq. 2.20, the
following relation can be found for reectivities close to 1
p
rocrtr  1:
Lint = 1  r2tr = 1 
" 
1  
F
2
(1  Toc)
#
(2.26)
2.2.2 Transmission and spectral shape
The transmittance of the cavity is given by the Airy function [83]
A() =
p
(1  r2oc)(1  r2tr)e i
1  rocrtre i2 (2.27)
with  = (L   Lc + nLc)= for a bowtie cavity with length L and internal
medium with length Lc and refractive index n. With A2(e imax = 1) we get the
maximal transmission of a cavity, it relies on the reectivity of the out-coupling
mirror Roc = r2oc and the internal losses Lint = 1  r2tr:
Tmax =
(1  r2oc)(1  r2tr)
(1  rocrtr)2 (2.28)
It also allows us to express the spectral power density at the cavity output
using the nesse and the FSR for the bowtie cavity as convenient parameters [83]:
T () =
Tmax
1 + (2F

)2 sin2( 
FSR
)
(2.29)
ABCD-matrix formalism
To calculate the beam properties and the stability conditions of the cavity, we used
the ABCD-Matrix formalism. Each optical path and each optical element, can
be expressed with a 2x2 matrix [85]. Multiplying all the matrices in between two
points, one can trace the beam parameters from a starting point. The Gaussian
beam parameter can be written as:
1
q
=
1
R(z)
  i 
!2(z)
(2.30)
The ABCD matrix for one round trip in a bow-tie cavity with starting and
end point in the crystals center can be calculated as follows:
A B
C D

=

1 (ni 1)Lc+d
2
0 1
 
1 0
  2
R
1
 
1 Lcav   d
0 1
 
1 0
  2
R
1
 
1 (ni 1)Lc+d
2
0 1

(2.31)
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The result could be obtained e.g. with Mathematica. One then can calculate
the Gaussian beam parameter using following relation:
qout =
Aqin +B
Cqin +D
(2.32)
A simpler method is to calculate the beam parameters for an empty cavity and
extend the length d by d0 = d+(ni 1)Lc afterward. The beam parameters don't
change in that case, just the optical (and physical) length of the cavity will be
stretched. Note that the FSR will be larger with the crystal inside the cavity
than without.
2.2.3 Double resonant cavities and clustering eect
To receive the full enhancement described in Eqn. 2.19 the cavity has to be reso-
nant at both, signal and idler wavelength. Due to energy conservation, expressed
in Eqn. 2.1, modes are only generated if signal and idler mode are resonant to
the cavity. In the non-degenerate case, where dispersion is present, signal and
idler modes have a slightly dierent FSR which leads to an additional resonance
condition. The double resonance is only fullled for certain modes in so called
clusters [50, 58, 86], as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
State created by cavity enhanced SPDC
The new state created by cavity enhanced SPDC contains a modied joint spectral
function, which is a product of the phase matching function h(kL), and the two
Airy-function for the signal and idler modes [46]:
fR(!s; !i) = f(!s; !i)  As(!s)  Ai(!i) (2.33)
with the Airy function given in Eqn. 2.27 for signal and idler wavelength. The
joint spectral intensity, expressing the spectral shape of the photons behind the
cavity is given by SR(!s; !i) = jfR(!s; !i)j2 it follows:
SR(!s; !i) / sinc2

k(!s;i)L
2

 1
1 + (2Fs

)2 sin2( s
FSRs
)
 1
1 + (2Fi

)2 sin2((p s)
FSRi
)
(2.34)
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Figure 2.4: The output spectrum of a double resonant cavity is dened by the
overlap of the frequency combs of signal and idler modes. In the non-degenerate
case the FSR of signal and idler dier from each other due to dispersion inside the
media. Modes are created inside clusters where this condition is fullled, in other
regions the single resonant modes are suppressed. Thus the number of created
modes can be strongly reduced compared to the single resonant case.
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Cluster width and spacing
Looking at Fig. 2.4 the spacing 
 and the width  of a cluster can be
derived. To get the number of modes Nm in between two clusters one can assume
Nm =
FSRs
jFSRs FSRij =
FSRi
jFSRs FSRij   1 and to get the spacing in between two
clusters, we have 
 = Nm  FSRs. This can be simplied to the following
equation [50]:

 =
FSRs  FSRi
jFSRs   FSRij =
c
Lc
1
jngs   ngi j
(2.35)
Here we see that the cluster spacing is slightly broader than the FWHM of the
phase-matching bandwidth in Eq. 2.6. If just fundamental modes are supported
that should result in maximally two clusters inside the phase matching bandwidth.
If one cluster is centered to the maximum of the phase-matching envelope then
the side clusters should be suppressed by the side-wings of the phase matching
bandwidth. That is dierent to the Fabry-Perot design, where the photons pass
the crystal two times per cavity round trip [50, 86].
The cluster width FWHM can be calculated with
i =
i
FSR
=
FSRS
FSRI
1
Fi

 (2.36)
Second order cross-correlation function
Following the steps in [46] the second order cross-correlation function can be
derived for a doubly-resonant cavity down-conversion:
G
(2)
s;i () /

1X
ms;mi=0
p
s i !s !i
 s +  i

(
e 2 s( (0=2))sinc(i0 s)   02
e+2 i( (0=2))sinc(i0 i)  < 02

2
;
(2.37)
where s;i are the cavity damping rates for signal and idler, !s;i are the central
frequencies,  s;i = s;i=2 + ims;iFSRs;i with mode indices ms;i and free spectral
ranges FSRs;i, and 0 is the transit time dierence between the signal and idler
photons through the SPDC crystal.
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3Creation of ultra narrow band
photon pairs compatible with
solid-sate quantum memories
In this chapter, we describe the creation of ultra-narrow photon pairs compatible
with solid-state quantum memories. Section 3.1 describes the characterization of
the SPDC process without cavity. Section 3.2 describes the eect of the cavity
setup. Results from that section are published in PRL [58]. Some text and
gures are identical with the publication. In addition further measurements of
the spectrum, taken after the publication are shown. At the end of this chapter
results of single pass and cavity enhanced measurements are compared, showing
an enhancement of the spectral brightness, due to the cavity.
3.1 Experiment: Single-pass SPDC
3.1.1 Setup
For the generation of photon pairs we use a periodically poled lithium niobate
crystal (PPLN) of 2 cm length. PPLN provides a high nonlinear coecient for
the desired wavelength and promises a good conversion eciency using Type I
quasi phase matching with a poling period of 16:5 µm. In the rst experiment we
characterized the PPLN crystal in single pass conguration.
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Figure 3.1: Setup for single pass spontaneous parametric down conversion: A
pump laser at 426 nm creates photon pairs at 606nm and 1436 nm wavelength.
In Fig. 3.1 the setup for the single-pass conguration is shown. To gener-
ate the pump eld for the SPDC process we use a commercial laser1 at 426 nm
wavelength. That laser is composed of an external cavity diode laser (ECDL)
in Littrow-conguration which emits laser light at 852 nm wavelength, a tapered
amplier increases the power of the fundamental beam up to 600mW. A second
harmonic generation (SHG) unit doubles the frequency and a beam at a wave-
length of 426 nm is generated. A bandpass lter2 (center wavelength: 425 nm,
bandwidth 30 nm) is used behind the laser to clean the doubled frequency from
residual the fundamental one. The power of the light at 426 nm was measured to
be in the range of 30 to 90mW, depending on the alignment and cleanliness of
the internal SHG-cavity.
Then the beam is coupled into a polarization maintaining single mode ber3
to clean the spatial mode. A good conversion eciency of the SPDC process
requires a good match with a Gaussian mode prole of the beam. Behind the
ber the beam is collimated and focused with a focal length of 500mm into
the PPLN crystal. Signal photons at 606 nm and Idler photons at 1436 nm are
created and separated with a dichroic mirror behind the crystal. Each arm leads
to a ber coupled commercial single photon detector. For the photons at telecom
wavelength at 1436 nm a single photon detector4 based on an InGaAs avalanche
photo diode (APD) is used. It provides a detection eciency of 10% and a dark
1Toptica SHG-100
2FF 425/30
3Thorlabs, P3-488PM-FC-2
4Id Quantique: ID220
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count rate of 400Hz. For the photons at visible wavelength of 606 nm a silicon
based APD1 is used, providing a detection eciency of 60% and a dark count rate
of 50Hz. The arrival times of the photons at the detectors are then recorded with
a time stamping card2 and coincidence histograms are evaluated with a Matlab
code.
Adjusting phase matching temperature
(a) temperature tuning (b) Wavelength tuning
Figure 3.2: a) Temperature tuning of PPLN crystal. Colours represent detection
rate of signal photons. At lower temperatures, photon pairs are closer to each other
in wavelength. b) Temperature is xed to the desired wavelength and coincidences
are at dierent monochromator positions.
We need to create photons which are resonant with the Praseodymium ions
of our solid state quantum memory. That requires a precise wavelength of
605:997 nm. The crystal's poling period is designed to fulll the phase-matching
conditions for this wavelength using a pump wavelength of 426:2 nm at a temper-
ature of T = 60 C. Therefore the crystal is manufactured3 with a poling period
of 16:5 µm. To obtain the required temperature the PPLN crystal is placed inside
a copper mount which is heated with a Peltier-element.
1Perkin Elmer SPDM
2Signadyne: Hydra time stamp
3provided by hc-photonics
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The wavelength of the generated photons is measured at dierent temper-
atures with a monochromator1 (resolution: 0:2 nm). In the used conguration
a broader resolution inhibited the resolvance of the phase matching bandwidth.
With a temperature of 77 C photons at 606 nm wavelength are created in the
signal arm. This Temperature can vary for dierent incident angles of the beam
on the crystal. Results of this measurement are shown in g. 3.2.
3.1.2 Coincidence histogram
After the phase matching conditions had been optimized rst coincidence mea-
surements could be taken. The detection events of signal and idler photons are
taken with our single photon counters and saved in time-stamp les, with a pre-
cision of 325 ps. The coincidence histograms are then generated with a Matlab
code. Fig. 3.3 shows a measurement taken at a later stage when the cavity was
setup and the out-coupler mirror was removed, to be able to compare the values
directly with the cavity enhanced values. Here an integration window of 3 ns
splitted in 6 time bins is selected to evaluate the coincidences and the g(2)si -values.
A coincidence rate of 2800HzmW 1 was detected (see Fig. 3.4. Taking all the
losses into account (detector eciencies, transmission losses) we calculate a co-
incidence rate of 200 kHzmW 1 behind the crystal. Assuming a phase matching
bandwidth of 64GHz that results in a spectral brightness of 3HzmW 1MHz 1.
The rates in the time window in between 100 ns and 400 ns are related to ac-
cidental coincidences resulting from higher oder photon pairs, uncorrelated noise
and dark counts of the detectors. One measure for the quality of the non classi-
cal state is the g(2)si -value mentioned in 2.1.4. As predicted it increases for lower
powers and shows a very high non-classical correlation for the two mode squeezed
state. It has its maximum of 31 000 at 9 µW. In Fig. 3.4 the coincidence rates
and the g(2)si -value for powers in between 5 µW and 1mW are shown.
3.1.3 First-order autocorrelation function
To get more information about the spectral distribution of the produced single
photons we used a Michelson interferometer in the signal arm. It allows us to
1Horiba Jobin Yvon microHR
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Figure 3.3: Coincidence histogram of a single-pass SPDC measurement at 40 µW
of pump power. The temporal width is given by the detector time resolution and
doesn't reect the width of the photons. The shaded area is a noise window. The
coincidence rate divided by the normalized count rate in the noise window results
in the g
(2)
si -value shown.
Figure 3.4: Coincidence measurements are taken at dierent pump powers be-
tween 5µW and 1mW. The obtained coincidence rate is shown as gray diamonds.
The g
(2)
si -value is shown as red circles. It is calculated by the area containing the
coincidence peak divided by the noise area, which is normalized to the width of the
peak area.
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investigate the temporal shape of the photons in the picoseconds range. From
that we can infer the temporal shape of the photons much more accurately than
it is possible with single photon counters. Using Fourier-interferometry we can
infer information about the spectral shape.
Setup
In Fig. 3.5 a sketch of the setup including the Michelson interferometer is shown.
For the single pass measurement the output coupler of the cavity was removed
and no narrow band spectral lter was used.
Figure 3.5: A Michelson interferometer is used in the signal arm (606nm) to
achieve temporal information about the photons in the picoseconds range.
The signal arm of the source is guided to a Michelson interferometer via a
single mode ber. The Michelson Interferometer consists of a 50:50 beam splitter
and two mirrors, one at each output. Depending on the phase dierence of the
reected beams the photons end up with a higher probability either in the input
port or in the fourth port used as output due to interference. By moving one
of the mirrors forth and back with a piezo-element a continuous phase shift is
created, resulting in a temporal interference pattern at the output of the beam
splitter. With a translation stage1 larger delays can be added to one of the
interferometer arms. At zero delay, the visibility of the interference pattern is
maximal, adding more distance to one mirror the temporal shape of the photons
1Standa: 7T175-150
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can be investigated precisely. The photons at the output port are guided to a
single photon counter. Histograms are taken with a trigger of the voltage ramp
sent to the piezo as start signal and a click at the photon counter as stop signal.
An example of one of these histograms is depicted in the inset of g. 3.5. Here
we can extract a visibility depending on the path length dierence of the two
interferometer arms.
Results
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Figure 3.6: First oder autocorrelation measurement of signal photons. Visibility
in green triangles take all detections of signal SPD into account. Blue bulls take
just the clicks into account which are heralded by a click on the idler detector.
Striped red line corresponds to a Fourier transformation of the calculated phase
matching function shown in the inset. The line in magenta shows the calibration
of the interferometer with classical light.
Measurements are taken with the signal and idler counters, detecting the
arrival times on each detector. In the graph visibilities are plotted for all the
detected photons in the signal arm (green triangles) and for the photons which
are heralded by a click in the idler arm (blue bulls). The raw visibility shows a
narrower temporal distribution than the conditioned one. That could be related
to a broadband noise of uncorrelated photons. The conditioned visibility curve
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agrees with the Fourier transformation of the phase matching function calculated
with Eq. 2.6 using Sellmeier-coecients from [87]. The calculation results in
a bandwidth of 64GHz (FWHM). The relation between time and bandwidth is
given by   = 1
t
. The used Sellmeier-coecients agree also with the poling
period of 16:5 µm provided by the crystal manufacturer1 and the condition k 
0 (see Eq. 2.5). Using other Sellmeier-coecients [78, 8891] brings slightly
dierent results.
3.2 Cavity enhanced SPDC - rst generation
In this section I included text and gures from our publication. The included text
parts are indented. I will comment on the publication in between and conclude
it in the end.
3.2.1 Setup
The scheme of the photon pair source is shown in Fig. 3.7. The
pump for the downconversion is a 426 nm single-frequency continuous-
wave laser system (Toptica TA SHG). The pump light is passing
through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) that allows for varying
the pump power incident on the cavity. After the AOM the light
is coupled into a single-mode ber (SMF) for spatial mode clean-
ing. The SPDC process is based on Type I quasi-phase-matching in a
2 cm long periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (5% MgO doped
PPLN with 16:5m poling period, AR-coated for 426, 606, 1436 nm,
provided by HCPhotonics Corp.) The bow-tie cavity surrounding the
crystal has nesse F  200, and free spectral range FSR  414MHz.
The mirror reectivities for signal and idler wavelength are 99:99%
for M1;2;3, and 98:5% for the output coupler (MOC, Layertec GmbH).
1hc photonics
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Beam waist and mode matching
For an optimal conversion eciency the beam waist in the crystals center has to
be 18:5 µm, according to the Boyd-Kleinmann parameter (see section 2.1.3). In
addition a long resonator length of L  64 cm is required to achieve the targeted
linewidth of 2MHz with the given nesse. For that reason we chose a bow-tie
cavity. The mirrors in the short arm, surrounding the crystal have a radius of
curvature of 100mm while the mirrors in the long arm are plane.
The distance d of the two curved mirrors can be varied, considering the stabil-
ity conditions of the cavity (11:1 cm d 12:8 cm for our cavity). The created
signal and idler modes have to match the cavity mode. In case of mode mis-
match, transversal modes will be created and reduce the eciency in the desired
TEM00-mode at the cavity output.
Since the beam waist are wavelength dependent and the cavity normally sup-
ports just one mode it is very challenging to nd a good mode matching for both
signal and idler modes. A good mode matching is achieved for the signal wave-
length (see Fig. 3.8). At the idler wavelength it was not possible to remove all
the transversal modes.
mode  [nm] !0 in crystal [µm] dB at Moc [µm]
pump 426 18.5 -
signal 606 18.5 1040
idler 1436 18.5 2470
Table 3.1: calculated beam parameters for optimal mode matching
Cavity stabilization
In order to obtain enhancement of the photon pair generation
probability, resonance for both the signal (606 nm) and idler (1436 nm)
frequencies has to be ensured. In addition, the signal frequency has
to be resonant with the Pr3+ ions. To achieve these conditions a
complex lock system was implemented. A reference beam at 606 nm,
resonant with Pr3+ ions [92], is coupled into the cavity through MOC,
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co-propagating with the pump beam. The reection from the cav-
ity is used for locking the cavity length at resonance with the signal
frequency, by means of a piezo element moving MOC. To derive an
error signal for the lock we use a Pound Drever Hall scheme. To this
end, the reference laser is modulated by 12.5 MHz with an electro
optical modulator (EOM). We mix the Signal of PD1 with the local
oscillator and feed this to a micro-controller where a PID regulator is
implemented the voltage for the piezo.
A reference beam at the idler frequency is obtained by dierence-
frequency generation between the pump (426 nm) and the 606 nm ref-
erence beam and is used for locking the pump frequency to maintain
double resonance.
To this end the pump laser frequency is modulated by an acousto optic mod-
ulator (AOM) with a frequency of around 30 kHz. As in the Pound Drever Hall
scheme, the modulation frequency is mixed with the detected DFG-signal. A
dierence to the previous stabilization scheme is that the detected signal is cre-
ated inside the cavity, such that a reected signal can not be detected. Thus the
modulation frequency has to be much lower than the line width of the cavity.
In this way, an error signal can be obtained and after passing through a second
micro-controller with an implemented PID regulator, a correction signal is ap-
plied to the frequency of the pump laser. In that sense the pump laser and the
idler frequency are locked to the frequency of the reference beam. Small drifts of
the reference beam are then applied to the other two frequencies.
The lock system is acting during 45% of the total operation time,
alternating with the measurement time, separated by mechanical chop-
pers (CH1,2). During the measurement time no classical reference
signal beam is present in the cavity to protect the single-photon de-
tectors (SPD) and avoid excessive noise. The downconverted pho-
tons are spectrally ltered, ber coupled (SMF-28: single-mode at
1436 nm, and slightly multi-mode at 606 nm) and detected by SPDs
(Si SPD: Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQR-16-FC with detection eciency,
det;606  60%; InGaAs SPD: IdQuantique id220 used in free-running
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mode with det;1436  10 20%). The measured transmission from the
output of the cavity to the SPDs is 0.46 (0.31) for the 606 (1436) nm
photons.
3.2.2 Source preparation
The reference beams are used to align the cavity. First the cavity is aligned
to the reference beam at 606 nm, with a beam-diameter close to the calculated
diameter of the signal mode. For that purpose, we scan the cavity length and
display the transmission signal obtained with a photo diode on an oscilloscope,
the transmission peaks for the resonant condition (L = n  ) can be identied.
In Fig. 3.8 a typical transmission signal is plotted.
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Figure 3.8: Cavity transmission of the reference beam at 606 nm, while the cavity
length is scanning over one FSR. The two main peaks show the transmission at
the desired resonance. The two small peaks beside are sidebands introduced by
an EOM for Pound-Drever-Hall locking. The three small remaining peaks in the
center are due to imperfect mode matching.
Then the pump beam at 426 nm is brought to overlap with the reference beam.
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With a highly sensitive InGaAs-photodiode, the created beam at 1436 nm can be
detected. The temperature of the crystal can be tuned to maximize the signal
created by DFG.
Temperature dependence
The phase-matching bandwidth is sensitive to the temperature of the non-linear
crystal. To investigate this sensitivity the intensity of the beam created by DFG
is measured with a photo diode behind the cavity, while the temperature was
changed in a range from 62:5 C to 67 C. Results are shown in Fig. 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Yellow triangles: power of DFG signal, detected with a photo diode.
Red points: Count rate of 606 photons, ltered with an etalon. Green points: Count
rate of idler photons.
The behavior of the expected sinc2 function can be identied and a (FWHM)
of TFWHM = 0:8 C is measured. The idler photon rate is measured without any
spectral lter. It shows that the number of created photons is independent from
the temperature setting. The signal photons are spectrally ltered with an etalon
centered to the frequency of the reference light. The etalon has a bandwidth of
6GHz and a nesse of 10. The signal photon rate shows an oscillation with
temperature with the same period as the phase matching temperature. It can be
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deduced that the phase matching of the generated photon pairs behaves in the
same way as the phase matching of the DFG-signal.
3.2.3 g
(2)
si -measurements
The quantum state of the emitted photon pairs can be analyzed by the second-
order cross-correlation function in between the signal and idler elds, G(2)s;i (), as
described in Eq. 2.37 in chapter 2.
To do so, the frequency non-degenerate photons of the pair are spa-
tially separated by a dichroic mirror (DM) and their arrival times at
the detectors are recorded by a time-to-digital-converter card (TDC,
Signadyne). To create the correlation function, the arrival-time dif-
ferences () are plotted in a histogram, as shown in Fig. 3.10. We
observe a FWHM correlation time of 104 ns, which, to our knowledge,
is the highest value reported for a SPDC source so far.
At the time of writing this thesis, only one SPDC source with a longer cor-
relation time has been developed, but without any single mode ltering so far
[93].
The double exponential decay of G(2)s;i () is due to the photon life-
time inside the cavity and allows for the estimation of the cavity
linewidth, . Fitting exp( 2) on the two sides of the corre-
lation function results in  = 1:7MHz at 1436 nm and 2:9MHz at
606 nm. The asymmetry is a clear sign of the dierence of the nesse
for the two wavelengths which can be explained by a slight dierence
in the reectivities of the mirrors or the crystal surfaces. From these
values we infer internal cavity losses of 1   2:5% and cavity escape
eciencies of  0:6  0:4 [57].
At a later stage, described in 5.2.1, I measured a slightly higher reectivity
for the out-coupler mirror, which leads to escape eciencies of 55% and 30%.
The escape eciency is the main limitation for the heralding eciency, which is
crucial for advanced experiments like the spin wave storage.
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Figure 3.10: Measured correlation functions of the unltered photon pair source.
G
(2)
s;i () function (measured at 130W pump power, det;1436 = 10%, 43min inte-
gration time, 10 ns timebin size). The dark count rate (light grey bars) is obtained
by blocking the InGaAs SPD. g
(2)
s;i (0) is calculated using the t function (solid line)
as the peak value divided by the accidental region (shaded area) average count rate
level.
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Figure 3.11: Power dependence of g
(2)
s;i (0) without and with dark count subtraction
(left axis, circles and triangles, respectively) and coincidence count rates (right axis,
diamonds).
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To further characterize the source, the histograms were measured
at various pump power levels. The number of total coincidences
within a 500 ns time window increases linearly with pump power (see
Fig. 3.11). The detected pair production rate after dark count sub-
traction is C = 92Hz=mW. For applications in quantum information
science, another critical parameter is the normalized cross-correlation
function at zero delay, g(2)s;i (0), which is also plotted in Fig. 3.11 as a
function of pump power. In order to obtain good delities in quan-
tum protocols, high g(2)s;i (0) is needed. As expected, g
(2)
s;i (0) is inversely
proportional to the pump power [52]. Without subtracting any back-
ground, we reach values of g(2)s;i (0) up to 35, signicantly higher than
the classical threshold of 2 for two-mode squeezed states. For a pump
power of 1mW, we still observe g(2)s;i (0) = 9:3. At very low power (be-
low 100W) the measurements are limited by dark counts, reducing
g
(2)
s;i (0) [94]. The g
(2)
s;i (0) with dark count subtraction (also plotted)
approaches a value of 284 at 24W, showing the high purity of our
photon pair source.
As a possible application of the photon pair source, the telecom
photons could be used to herald the presence of the 606 nm photons
to be absorbed by the QM. To give an estimate for the heralding
eciency (H), the singles count rate at the InGaAs SPC (S1436) has
to be taken into account, resulting in H = C=S1436=det;606 = 13%.
The coincidence value given in that paragraph correspond to a spectrum con-
taining several spectral modes. For a single mode output the numbers would be
signicantly lower due to spectral ltering.
g
(2)
s;i (0)-values at zero-time delay an innitesimal small time window is obtained
from a t. These values hold for the violation of the classical boundary g(2)s;i (0)  2,
but to measure coincidences a broader integration window is required. In further
experiments we refer to the g(2)s;i ()-value, which is obtained by the coincidences
measured in a time window t divided by the accidental coincidences normalized
to the same window size. In that case the g(2)s;i (t)-value is strongly dependent
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on the window size t and is just a lower bound for the comparison with other
non-classical light sources, which refer to a g(2)s;i (0)-value.
3.2.4 Spectral content of photon pairs
In the following section we use three methods to investigate the spectrum of the
photon pairs. First we use an estimation obtained from oscillations found in
out g(2)si measurements. Then we measure the cavity enhanced spectrum with an
Michelson interferometer as explained in Sec. 3.1.3. Finally, we use a scanning
Fabry-Perot cavity to visualize the photon spectrum. The expected spectrum
containing several clusters is explained in Sec. 2.2.3.
Spectrum estimated from g
(2)
si measurement
A rst insight on the spectral content of the emitted photons can
be inferred from the G(2)s;i () function. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the
histogram taken with 325 ps timebin size shows an oscillatory be-
havior. This is the consequence of the presence of multiple spec-
tral modes [55]. The periodicity follows the cavity round-trip time
(T = 1=FSR = 2:4 ns), as the photon wavepacket incorporates the
beating from several frequency components spaced by the FSR.
From the temporal width of the peaks ( 880 ps) and taking into
account the time resolution of the detection system ( 685 ps), we
infer that the spectrum is composed of clusters containing around 4
longitudinal modes (see g. 3.13). This technique is however limited
to a few GHz by the detection time resolution.
In Fig. 3.13 simulated G(2)s;i () functions are plotted as a function of
time delay () normalized to the cavity round-trip time (T ). The dif-
ferent curves correspond to dierent number of spectral modes taken
into account. As the number of modes is increased, the superposition
of the sinc functions results in the oscillation peak width's (t) re-
duction. This eect is also shown in Fig. 3.14. Taking into account
the time resolution of our detection system ( 685 ps) we can esti-
mate the expected temporal width of the peaks by convolution. From
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Figure 3.12: Temporal oscillations in the G
(2)
s;i () correlation function for the
unltered photon pair source. Here a zoom of Fig. 3.10 to the  10   20 ns region
evaluated with 325 ps timebin size is shown.
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Figure 3.13: Dependence of the G
(2)
s;i () function on the number of spectral modes.
Correlation functions for 1, 2, 4, and 10 modes (dotted, dashed, red solid, and blue
solid lines, respectively).
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Figure 3.14: Width of the oscillation peaks versus the number of modes.
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the best agreement when changing the number of modes we infer that
the spectrum is composed of clusters containing around 4 longitudinal
modes (peak width  880 ps). Note that this corresponds to 4 modes
of equal height, which is physically not the case, but their contribution
to the peak width should be similar.
Spectrum obtained from g
(1)
s -measurements with Michelson-interferometer
Here we use the same setup as depicted in Fig. 3.5 and the method described in
Sec. 3.1.3. This time the out-coupling mirror completes the cavity, such that at
its output the cavity enhanced spectrum is generated. In Fig. 3.15 the results
without any narrow-band lter are shown (apart from a longpass lter at 532 to
remove residual pump light and a broad bandpass lter1).
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Figure 3.15: G
(1)
s -measurement of spectrally unltered signal photons copled into
a single mode ber. Blue circles show raw visibilities obtained by single rates.
Cyan triangles show visibilities of signal photons condition on an click at the idler
detector. Idler photons are spectrally unltered and coupled into a single mode
ber.
The measurement with the blue circles shows the uncorrelated auto-correlation
as presented in [58]. The measurements of the cavity enhanced g(1)s -correlation
show oscillations with a periodicity of 22:5 ps. This shows that there are few
clusters with a spectral spacing around 44:5GHz. This spacing does not agree
with the theory presented in 2.2.3, which predicts a cluster spacing of 
 =
1Thorlabs: FB600-40
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0:885   = 72GHz with just one central cluster. One reason could be that the
used Sellmeier-coecients are inaccurate, but on the other hand they match well
with the measurements shown in Fig. 3.6 and the calculated poling period of the
crystal. Another reason could be that the measured side clusters are created by
higher order transversal modes, which are also prominent in the light created by
DFG. The cyan triangles in Fig. 3.15 show a measurement conditioned on the
clicks of the heralding detector. It was taken at a later stage, but the uncondi-
tioned data reproduce the previous data well. Here the visibility is much higher
because we get rid of the eect of uncorrelated noise. The high visibility seems
to be more constant, which could result from an additional spatial ltering in the
idler arm due to the coupling into a single mode ber1.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of G
(1)
s -measurements with one (blue circles) and two
crystals (green dots) of 2 cm length each inside the cavity. The second crystal is
not used for photon generation, but as dispersion element.
In Fig. 3.16 an measurement is shown, when a second PPLN crystal of 2 cm
length was placed in the long arm of the cavity. There the pump beam was not
passing, but was used as additional dispersion element for signal and idler pho-
tons. This measurement was taken with a slightly changed cavity conguration
as used in chapter 5. Here we see a slightly larger oscillation period of roughly
28 ps, which corresponds to a cluster spacing of 35:7GHz and agrees with the
theory taking the doubled dispersion delay into account.
1Thorlabs: SMF28
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Figure 3.17: G
(1)
s of photons spectrally ltered with an Etalon of 6GHz bandwidth
suppressing possible side clusters. Cyan circles show visibilities of unconditioned
signal photons. Green circles show visibilities of photons conditioned on an idler
click. The stripped red line is an exponential t.
In Figure 3.17 further measurements with an Etalon (FSR=60GHz, nesse
10) in the signal arm to remove additional clusters from the spectrum are shown.
The tted decay results in a cluster width of  = 1
t
= 1:55GHz.
3.2.5 Scanning cavity
Another method to get direct information about the spectrum is to use a scanning
Fabry-Perot interferometer. By applying a voltage ramp on a piezo behind one
of the mirrors and triggering the photon detections on the trigger of this ramp,
we can get a direct picture of the spectrum created by the source. A scan at the
main clusters position is shown in Fig. 3.18.
The width of the peaks can not be resolved by the Fabry-Perot cavity, which
has a line width of 80MHz and a FSR of 16:8GHz. Here the cluster width is
roughly   1:2GHz
3.2.6 Single mode operation
The multi-mode cavity could in principle be used as the source
for storage of several longitudinal modes within the inhomogeneous
absorption line of a Pr3+ QM, to implement frequency multiplexing.
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Figure 3.18: Spectral measurement of central cluster taken with scanning Fabry-
Perot cavity.
Nevertheless, in absence of a frequency multi-mode QM, it is im-
portant to show that our source can also operate in the single-mode
regime. To achieve this, we inserted a lter cavity (FC) in the 606 nm
arm, designed to suppress all modes around the fundamental one.
The FSR was chosen such that the transmission peaks do not coin-
cide with the neighboring clusters ( = 80MHz, FSR = 16:8GHz).
The FC transmission for long term measurements was 11%, includ-
ing a peak transmission of 22% (ber-to-ber) and a further drop
of 50% due to frequency drifts of the only passively stabilized FC.
For this measurement, a single-mode ber was inserted in the 606 nm
arm (with reduced ber coupling compared to the unltered cavity
experiments (C = 0:5 and 0.8, respectively)).
The measured G(2)s;i () function of the signal transmitted by the
FC and the unltered idler is plotted in Fig. 3.19. We obtain a raw
g
(2)
s;i (0) of 9. Note that a signicant part of accidental coincidences are
due to the fact that only the signal photon is ltered. The number
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Figure 3.19: Measured correlation function of the cavity output when the signal
was spectrally ltered. G
(2)
s;i () function (1:7mW pump power, det;1436 = 20%,
60min integration time, 10 ns timebin size). The noise level (light green) was mea-
sured with FC o-resonant with the signal. The inset is a zoom to the 30   55 ns
region evaluated with 325 ps timebin size. The dashed line corresponds to the un-
ltered case for comparison.
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Figure 3.20: jg(1)s (t)j function measured with 606 nm down-converted photons
after dark count subtraction (circles). As reference, the visibility for classical light
(squares), and for the unltered cavity (dotted line) are plotted.
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of coincidences (500 ns window) with the background level subtracted
is 2:9Hz=mW. Comparing with the unltered cavity  correcting for
the dierent experimental conditions  we nd a reduction of 4.6 for
the coincidence rate which is consistent with the number of modes
estimated from the unltered experiment.
The suppression of the oscillations at 2:4 ns for the ltered signal
(inset of Fig. 3.19) conrms the suppression of neighboring spectral
modes within the same cluster. The suppression of modes in the
neighboring clusters was also tested by measuring the jg(1)s (t)j for
the ltered signal, see Fig. 3.20. The visibility is above 80% over
the 120 ps range (average  88  5%) and there is no sign of decay
over this range. This leads to the conclusion that the neighboring
clusters were also suppressed eciently. The combination of G(2)s;i ()
and jg(1)s (t)j measurements is a strong evidence of the presence of a
single spectral mode in the signal. Note that only a single ltering
stage is needed to reach the single-mode regime.
The spectral brightness corresponding to the probability of nd-
ing a pair in single-mode bers (i.e. correcting only for detection
eciencies) for the ltered source is 11 pairs= (s mW MHz). Correct-
ing for all known losses after the creation of the photon pair we nd
8  103 pairs= (s  mW MHz), which shows that passive loss is a ma-
jor issue to be improved. Compared with the single-pass case, where
we measure a coincidence rate of 3000Hz=mW (for det;1436 = 0:1),
the cavity enhances the spectral brightness by B = 1250 [45] (cor-
recting for lter transmission, cavity escape eciencies and chopper
duty-cycle).
To compare the achieved enhancement with the theoretical enhancement factor
the nesse without crystal was measured F0 = 416. According to Eq. 2.19, the
theoretical enhancement factor at the cavity output is 2300 (corrected for escape
eciencies).
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3.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, we designed, built and characterized a quantum light source which
is suitable to connect solid state Pr3+ QMs to ber optics networks. This is an im-
portant step towards long distance quantum repeaters using solid state QMs. Be-
yond this application, our source is also a proof-of- principle that cavity-enhanced
down-conversion can be used as a versatile source of narrow-band photon pairs
at widely separated wavelengths, which is relevant in the context of connect-
ing light-matter quantum interfaces of dierent kinds. In the following chapter
experiments show the storage of quantum light in a solid state Pr3+ QM.
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4Quantum storage of a heralded
single photon in a Pr doped crystal.
In this chapter we use the source presented in chapter 3 for experiments with a
Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal as storage device. The goal is to store one photon of the pair
(signal), whose presence is heralded by the other photon (idler), as a collective
optical atomic excitation. For that purpose, we use the atomic frequency comb
(AFC) protocol [95]. The storage experiments show non-classical correlation be-
tween the two photons for storage times up to 4:5s. That is more than 20 times
longer than what was observed with non-classical light in previous solid state ex-
periments [32, 33]. The content of this chapter was published in Physical Review
Letters [73]. That work is the results from the connection of the photon pair
source with the storage device and includes several dierent setups like coherent
light preparation and stabilization, preparation of the memory and preparation
and stabilization of the photon pairs. The memory and coherent beam was built
up and investigated by Mustafa Gündogan in collaboration with Patrick Leding-
ham and Margaritha Mazzera and prepared by Kutlu Kutluer. The publication
was mainly written by M. Mazzera and H. de Riedmatten. This chapter contains
a text from that publication, which is marked as quotation (indented). My main
contributions were the preparation and stabilization of the source, the connection
of the two setups and the data taking.
The AFC scheme [30] relies on the creation of a series of narrow absorption
peaks with periodicity  in a transparency window created within the inhomo-
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geneous absorption prole of the crystal (see Fig. 4.2). The single photon is
then mapped onto the absorption prole, leading, in the ideal case, to a single
collective optical excitation [32, 33]. This is a superposition of one exited rare
earth ion (further describes as atom) and many ions in the ground state which
can be described as:
NAX
j=1
e i
 !
kp !xje ijtjg1    ej    gNAi (4.1)
, where NA is the number of atoms, jgi and jei are the ground and excited state,
respectively,
 !
kp is the single photon wave vector, and
 !xj (j) is the position
(detuning) of atom j. In that sense a single photon interacts with a group of
spatially delocalized atoms at several separated frequencies in a range covered
by the bandwidth of the photon. Initially the collective excitation undergoes an
inhomogeneous dephasing. Since the ions are at several equidistant frequency
positions, due to the comb shown in Fig. 4.2, they will rephase after a time  =
1= inverse to spacing of the peaks inside the comp giving rise to a re-emission
of the photon in the forward direction, the so called AFC echo [31]. Hence the
photons are stored in the excited state of the atoms with a predetermined storage
time, which can be controlled by the preparation of the comb.
4.1 Setup
4.1.1 preparation beam
Figure 4.1 represents the experimental setup. The coherent light
at 606 nm is obtained using a periodically poled KTiOPO4 (PPKTP)
waveguide (AdVR, Inc.) by means of sum frequency generation (SFG)
of 1570 nm and 987 nm light. The sources for these are amplied diode
lasers (Toptica, DL 100 pro and TA PRO, respectively) [96]. The
frequency of the 606 nm light is locked with the Pound-Drever-Hall
technique to a temperature stabilized cavity assembled in a home-
made vacuum chamber (2 10 7mbar). The cavity has a nesse F 
787 and a free spectral range (FSR) of 1GHz, leading to a bandwidth
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Figure 4.1: Simplied scheme of experimental setup. AOM, acousto-optic modu-
lator (2x when double pass); FC, lter cavity; ETA, etalon; SMF, single-mode ber;
MS, mechanical shutter; SPD, single photon detector; =2, half-wave plate.
Figure 4.2: Example of AFC with  = 500 kHz.
of 1:27MHz. Two beams are spatially separated, the rst being used
as a frequency reference for the photon-pair source [58] and the second
for the memory preparation [96]. Their frequency and amplitude are
varied by double-pass acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) driven by
an arbitrary waveform generator (Signadyne). After the AOMs, the
beams are coupled into polarization maintaining single-mode bers
(SMFs) and out-coupled in two separated optical benches hosting the
source and the cryostat (closed cycle cryogenic cooler, Oxford V14),
which is exploited to cool the Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal down to 2:8K.
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4.1.2 Photon pair source
The heralded single photons are obtained from the photon-pair
source, whose detailed description is given in the previous sections.
A CW pump beam at 426:2 nm (Toptica, TA SHG), modulated by
an AOM, produces photons at 606 nm (signal) and 1436 nm (idler)
by SPDC in a temperature-stabilized PP lithium niobate (LN) crys-
tal. A bow-tie cavity surrounding the crystal enhances the SPDC
process for the resonant frequencies. The cavity is stabilized with
the reference beam at 606 nm, to ensure the signal resonance with
the Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal. At the same time, to maintain the cavity
resonant with the idler, the pump frequency is locked using light at
the idler frequency created by dierence frequency generation of the
pump and the 606 nm reference beam. The double resonance allows a
very ecient suppression of the redundant spectral modes due to the
so called clustering eect [58]. The photon-pairs' spectrum is com-
posed of a main- and two secondary-clusters separated by 44:5GHz,
each containing four longitudinal modes [58]. In order to operate in
the single-mode regime, the heralding telecom photons are ltered by
a home-made lter cavity (FC, linewidth 80MHz and FSR 16:8GHz,
mirrors from Layertec GmbH). An etalon (Finesse  10 and FSR
60GHz, LightMachinery) is placed in the signal arm as well, resulting
in the mere suppression of the secondary-clusters. Further suppression
of the unwanted spectral modes within the main-cluster is provided in
the 606 nm arm by the inhomogeneously broadened absorption prole
of Pr3+. The correlation time of the photon-pair is measured from the
signal-idler cross-correlation function G(2)s;i (t) to be c = 108 ns, cor-
responding to a photon bandwidth of  = 2:3MHz (1:84MHz) for
the signal (idler) photons [58]. In order to protect the single photon
detectors (SPDs) from the reference beams and to avoid excess noise,
the lock and the measurement times are alternated (with 45% duty
cycle) by mechanical choppers. The telecom photons are detected
immediately after the FC by a InGaAs SPD (IdQuantique id220, de-
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tection eciency d;i = 10% and 400Hz dark count rate) and are
used to herald the creation of the 606 nm photons, which are sent to
the memory via a SMF. The optical transmission of the signal (idler)
photon from the output of the bow-tie cavity to the cryostat (SPD)
is s = 0:18 (i = 0:18). To optimize the detection of the stored
and retrieved photons, we switch o the pump beam using the AOM
after the detection of an idler photon (500 ns before signal photon
is re-emitted by the crystal), thus interrupting the creation of new
photon-pairs.
4.1.3 Quantum storage
Our storage device is a 3mm thick Y2SiO5 sample doped with a
Pr3+ concentration of 0:05%. The relevant optical transition is at
605:977 nm with a measured absorption coecient of  = 23 cm 1
and an inhomogeneous linewidth of 5GHz [96]. A half-wave plate
(=2) ensures the polarization of the photons to be aligned close to
the optical D2 axis of the crystal, in order to maximize the absorption
[97]. To prevent noise from the strong preparation beam polluting the
single photon mode, we use two dierent optical paths with an angle
of 2:5 degrees. The maximum power in the preparation mode before
the cryostat window is 6mW and the beam diameter at the crystal
is 150m. The beam diameter for the input mode is 50m. The
single photon mode is directed to a Si-SPD (Excelitas Technologies,
eciency d;s = 40% and 10Hz dark counts) via a SMF with 60%
coupling eciency. A mechanical shutter is employed to protect the
SPD during the preparation of the spectral features (300ms long); the
duty cycle is 50%.
To prepare the memory we follow the procedure thoroughly de-
scribed in [96, 98]. We prepare a transparency window within the
inhomogeneously broadened Pr3+ absorption at 606 nm by sweeping
the laser frequency by 12MHz. The comparatively narrow trans-
parency window contributes to select only one mode among the four
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remaining in the main-cluster of the source spectrum and are sepa-
rated by 412MHz [58]. Afterwards we tailor a single class AFC on
the 1=2g 3=2e transition by rst burning back atoms with pulses
at frequencies diering by  and then performing a cleaning sweep
in the region of the 3=2g   3=2e transition (see Fig. 1.3). To en-
sure the ecient absorption of the photons by the periodic structure,
the total comb-width is set to 3:5MHz (see Fig. 4.2 for an exam-
ple with  = 500 kHz). With the present preparation procedure we
are able to tailor spectral features as narrow as 60 kHz. The input
photon frequency is selected to be resonant with the 1=2g   3=2e
transition.
The arrival times of the photons to the detector are recorded with a
time-stamping card (Signadyne) and used to reconstruct the second-
order cross-correlation function between signal and idler G(2)s;i (t). A
gure of merit for the non-classical nature of the photon correlations
is the normalized cross-correlation function [12, 32]
g
(2)
s;i =
ps;i
pspi
; (4.2)
where ps (pi) is the probability to detect a signal (idler) photon
and ps;i the probability to detect a coincidence in a time window
td = 400 ns centered at zero time delay. All the results presented in
this paper are from raw data, without any background or dark count
subtraction.
4.2 Characterization - heralded single photons
We rst characterize the input heralded single photon by sending
it through the memory crystal when only a transparency window is
created (see green histogram centered at zero time delay in Fig. 4.3).
The values of g(2)s;i as a function of the pump power Pp are plotted
in Fig. 4.5 (a). Despite the expected decrease for increased pump
powers, the values remain well above the classical limit of 2 (dotted
line) for two-mode squeezed states.
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Figure 4.3: G
(2)
s;i (t) histogram without (green) and with (red) AFC. The prepro-
grammed storage time is 2s and the power of the 426:2 nm pump is 2mW. The
dashed lines and shaded area dene the detection windows for the coincidences
(td = 400 ns) and noise, respectively, used to compute g
(2)
s;i .
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Figure 4.4: Normalized second-order autocorrelation function of the signal pho-
tons. The pump power is 5 mW and the integration time is 18 hours. The time-bin
size is 50 ns. The error bars are calculated according to Poissonian statistics.
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In order to unambiguously conrm the non-classical nature of the
correlation, we also measure the marginal auto-correlation function
for the signal and idler mode, g(2)s;s (see Fig 4.4) and g
(2)
i;i . We nd,
at pump power of 5mW, g(2)s;s = 1:14  0:03 and g(2)i;i = 1:07  0:02,
leading to strong violation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the
form R = (g(2)s;i )
2=(g
(2)
i;i  g(2)s;s ) = 61 3 6 1.
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Figure 4.5: The g
(2)
s;i values as a function of the pump power for the AFC echo
(empty squares) are compared to those for the input photons (empty circles). The
heralding eciencies H are also reported (lled triangles).The integration times
range between 30 and 60minutes. The error bars are evaluated from the raw
number of counts assuming Poissonian statistics. The dotted line corresponds to
the classical limit g
(2)
s;i = 2 for two-mode squeezed states.
The detected coincidence rate (withintd) is Cd = (0:830:14)Hz=mW.
From this value, we infer the generated coincidence rate Cg at the out-
put of the cavity Cg = Cd=(i  d;i  s  loss  d;s) = 3:4 kHz=mW,
where loss = 0:225 is the transmission from the input of the cryo-
stat to the signal SPD, including the duty cycle of the memory. We
can also evaluate the heralding eciency in front of the cryostat,
H = ps;i=(pi  d;s; loss), whose values as a function of Pp are
reported in Fig. 4.5(b) (full triangles). H is mainly limited by s
and dark counts in the heralding SPD. Subtracting the contribution
of the 1436 nm detector dark counts we nd heralding eciencies al-
most constant, HDC  6:3%, over the whole range of pump powers
investigated. Finally, we estimate that more than 95% of the heralded
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signal photons detected after the crystal are resonant with the atoms
[57].
4.3 AFC storage experiments
Once the non-classical nature of the input photons propagating
through the transparency window is demonstrated, we prepare the
AFC and reconstruct the G(2)s;i (t) function for the stored and retrieved
photons. Figure 4.3 includes the coincidence histogram when an AFC
is producing a collective re-emission at a delay of  = 2s (orange
trace). The values of g(2)s;i for the AFC echo as a function of the Pp are
reported in Fig. 4.5(a) (empty squares). The count rate in the region
of the AFC echo is C = (0:043 0:03)Hz=mW. We observe that the
echoes exhibit g(2)s;i values higher than the input photons. We attribute
this unexpected eect to the fact that the AFC acts as a temporal
lter [99] for non-resonant noise arising from the SPDC source. Since
a break of 20 µs for the pump of SPDC process after the detection of
an idler photon is introduced, the AFC delays the signal to a region
free of broadband noise, thus increasing the g(2)s;i . When the pump
power decreases, the detection of the echo is limited by the detector
dark counts. This gives rise to a saturation of the echo g(2)s;i values
which hides the ltering eect of the storage.
In view of applications in temporally multi-mode quantum mem-
ories with on-demand read-out, the pre-programmed delay  must
be tunable to allow the application of control pulses transferring the
excitation to the spin states [96]. Thus, we changed the spectral pe-
riodicity  of the AFC to obtain increased delays. Figure 4.6 shows
the coincidence histograms in the region of the AFC echo occuring
at dierent predetermined storage times. The AFC storage eciency,
AFC , is estimated by comparing the number of counts of the input
propagating through the transparency window and the echo; it de-
creases for longer delays, as shown in Fig. 4.7, denoting a reduction
of the comb nesse [31]. We note that the AFC eciency with single
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Figure 4.6: AFC echoes at dierent predetermined storage times observed in coin-
cidence histograms measured at 2mW pump power (integration time is 40minutes
and the time-bin size is 5 ns). The curves are vertically shifted for clarity.
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Figure 4.7: AFC eciency and g
(2)
s;i (calculated in a 400 ns window) of the AFC
echo as a function of the storage time. Diamonds: lter cavity in the heralding
photon path; squares: lter cavity removed from the heralding photon path. The
error bars are evaluated from the raw counts assuming Poissonian statistics. The
dotted line corresponds to the classical limit g
(2)
s;i = 2 for two-mode squeezed states.
photons does not decrease with respect to the storage of bright pulses
or weak coherent states at the single photon level. This conrms that
there is no signicant frequency jitter for the single photons. Com-
pared to previous experiments of single photon storage in solid state
devices based on other materials [32, 33], we could reach AFC storage
times more than 20 times longer, while preserving non-classical cor-
relations (see Fig. 4.7). As we stop the production of pairs after the
detection of a telecom photon, the region where the echo lies should
not be aected by unconditional noise coming from the source due to
the mentioned break of the pump beam after a heralding click. Thus,
despite the reduction in the AFC eciency, the echo should exhibit
constant values of g(2)s;i for increasing storage times. As a matter of
fact, the decrease in the g(2)s;i values while increasing the storage time
is less pronounced than the drop of the AFC eciency (see Fig. 4.7)
and we attribute the reduction to the limitation given by the detector
dark counts.
We also report the values of AFC and g
(2)
s;i measured without the
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FC in the idler arm. The eciencies in the two cases agree within
the experimental error. On the contrary, despite the factor 2 gain
in the raw number of counts thanks to the reduced passive losses,
the g(2)s;i without FC decreases due to the frequency multimodality
of the source [58]. In fact, among the four modes coexisting in the
main-cluster, only one is resonant with the AFC. The non-resonant
modes in the idler arm join the start signals for the coincidence his-
togram without corresponding stops (the Pr3+ absorption acts as a
lter for the non-resonant mode in the 606 nm arm), thus decreasing
the heralding eciency and contributing to the noise increase. Note
that frequency multiplexed quantum light storage could be obtained
by creating several AFCs at dierent frequencies separated by the
SPDC cavity FSR [24].
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the reversible mapping of heralded single
photons to collective optical atomic excitations in a praseodymium doped crystal.
We observed an increase of non-classical correlations between signal and idler
photons during the storage, thanks to a temporal ltering eect due to the AFC.
Storage times up to 4:5s while preserving quantum correlations were observed,
more than 20 times longer than previous solid state experimental realizations.
Furthermore, the transition used would readily allow the transfer of the excitation
to the ground state to obtain long-lived spin-wave storage of quantum state of
light, provided that the noise induced by the control beams can be suciently
reduced. At time of the publication that was the longest storage reported for a
heralded single photon in a solid state device.
Since the work has been published the memory characteristics has been im-
proved. A new PhD student, Alessandro Seri, applied changes to increase the
eciency of the memory and the available storage time. The Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crys-
tal has been replaced by a longer one (5mm) in order to increase the OD. In
addition dierent methods of optical pumping were tested to increase the quality
of the AFC and thus the eciency. With this improved memory, an eciency of
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17% has been reached for a storage time of 5µs in the excited state. In Figure
4.8 a comparison of the improvement with the here presented data is shown.
Figure 4.8: Improved eciency in red compared with data from two years earlier.
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5Second generation source for spin
state storage
5.1 Introduction
The characterization of the source presented so far was obtained before we stored
the heralded signal photons in the excited state of the praseodymium ions. Here
a narrow line width was important. For storage experiments in the long lived
spin state another crucial requirement is to achieve a high heralding eciency.
The heralding eciency is the probability of nding a heralded signal photon at a
certain position, e.g. in front of the detector or at the memory input, conditioned
on the click of the heralding detector. It can be calculated using a coincidence
measurement:
hers =
C
Si  dets
(5.1)
with the detected coincidences C, the single rate of the idler photons Si, cor-
rected for the detection eciency dets of the signal counter and eventually any
transmission in between the position and the detector.
Achieving a high heralding eciency is important in view of reaching high
signal-to noise ratio in the storage and retrieval of single photons. For that
purpose, it is indeed required that her QM  pN , where QM is the storage and
retrieval eciency of the quantum memory, and pN is the noise probability in the
photon mode, due to the control pulses required for spin-wave storage. Obtaining
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a high value of heralding eciency from the quantum light source therefore helps
relaxing the requirement on noise and eciency of the memory.
In order to achieve a sucient high heralding eciency it is important to
minimize the uncorrelated noise in the idler arm, therefore we use the mentioned
lter cavity in addition with a bandpass lter1. It is also required to maximize
the transmission in the signal arm. One factor which has a major eect on the
heralding eciency is the cavity escape eciency esc. It is addressed in the next
section.
5.2 Modied setup
A sketch of the experimental setup can be found in Fig. 5.1. The setup, including
the pump laser2 at 426 nm and the elaborate locking scheme is already described
in chapter 3. Here the cavity length was readjusted to match the cavity geometry
with a modied beam waist inside the crystal for better eciency. The distance d
between the curved mirrors became 11:8 cm. That resulted in a FSR of 423MHz.
The pump beam focus inside the crystal was adjusted, by replacing lens L2 (f =
100mminsteadof f=400mm) to increase the internal conversion eciency. The
new cavity parameters can be found in Tab. 5.1.
Lcav [cm] Lc [cm] d [cm] r [mm] !c [µm]
68.7 2 11.75 100 18.5
Table 5.1: Final parameters of bowtie cavity with Lcav: total cavity length, Lc:
crystal length, d: distance between curved mirrors, r: radius of curved mirrors, !c:
beam waist in crystals center.
The 606 nm reference beam is now created by a commercial laser system3,
which provides a better stability and a higher output power than the previously
used sum frequency generation described in Sec. 4.1.1. In the signal arm a new
Etalon (linewidth 4:25GHz, FSR 100GHz) is used for better suppression of the
side clusters.
1Omega optics: 1440BP14/25
2Toptica TA-SHG 110
3Toptica TA-SHG pro
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The lter cavity was placed in the idler arm for all shown measurement in a
free space conguration, instead of a previously ber coupled version, to increase
the transmission and the detected count rate. By using ippable mirrors it is still
possible to do 'multimode' measurements without lter cavity. In addition a new
stabilization-circuit was implemented. A part of the cavity transmission signal
is captured with photodiode PD4. It is digitalized with a ADC ant processed
with a micro controller. A modied C code generates a correction signal to keep
the transmission high and after passing a DAC sent to the piezo behind the rear
mirror of the Fabry-Perot cavity.
5.2.1 Increasing the escape eciency
The cavity escape eciency describes the probability of an photon to exit the
cavity, without getting lost beforehand (by absorption or transmittance trough
high reective mirrors). It can be calculated using the transmission of the out
coupling mirror Toc and the internal losses Lint [84]:
esc =
Toc
Toc + Lint
(5.2)
In the impedance-matched case Toc  Lint, the best trade o between cavity
nesse and escape eciency for the highest enhancement, it amounts 50%. Higher
escape eciencies reduce the spectral brightness at the cavity output and lead
to an increased the bandwidth of the photons. The cavity nesse was measured
without crystal resulting in F0 = 416  6:3, and the transmission of the out-
coupling mirror was measured to be 1:06(2)% for the signal wavelength. With the
inserted crystal a nesse of (F (s) = 172) is obtained by the linewidth of the signal
photons. From Eq. 2.20, the following relation can be found for reectivities
close to 1
p
rocrtr  1:
Lint = 1  r2tr = 1 
" 
1  
F
2
(1  Toc)
#
That results in an internal loss of 0:4% without crystal and 2:6% with crystal
for the signal photons. For the idler wavelength the transmission of the out
coupler is supposed to be T (i)oc = 1:35%, provided by the data sheet. A nesse of
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F (i) = 257 is obtained from the photon linewidth. That results in internal losses
of 1:1% for the idler photons including the crystal. The dierent losses come
from absorption in the nonlinear crystal which dier signicantly for our signal
and idler wavelengths [100].
The calculated nesse, the escape eciency and the cavity enhancement factor
at the output are plotted in Fig. 5.2 as function of the transmission of the out-
coupling mirror. We see that with the present mirror escape eciencies of 30%
for signal and 55% for idler photons are obtained.
For the best trade o between enhancement and escape eciency the trans-
mission of the out coupling mirror should be at least as high as the internal loss.
Here we are more interested in increasing the escape eciencies and therewith
the heralding eciency for both photons. That implies to reduce the reectiv-
ity of the output coupler. However, this also increases the cavity linewidth, and
therefore the photon bandwidth, which would ultimately lead to a decrease in
storage and retrieval eciency in the quantum memory, due to the limited mem-
ory bandwidth. Finally, we chose a reectivity of 97%, leading to a calculated
escape eciency of 53% for the signal and 73% for the idler photon.
5.2.2 Transmission and pump beam optimization
Beyond increasing the escape eciency, it is important to obtain a high trans-
mission from the cavity output toward the quantum memory. The transmission
in the signal arm could be increased by removing the glass plates and using a
reduced reection signal obtained by a reection from the LPF1 for the lock. In
addition the bandpass lter BP12 and the Etalon3 were exchanged with higher
transmissive ones. In addition with a ber coupling eciency of 80% a total
transmission of 70% could be obtained from the cavity toward the detector. By
connecting the source with the solid state memory via two bers, using an index
matching gel4, a total transmission toward the quantum memory of 50% could
be achieved.
1longpass lter with cuto at 532 nm
2Semrock FF01-600/14
3SLS Optics Ldt. FSR 100:4GHz, Finesse 23.5
4Thorlabs: Index Matching Gel
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Figure 5.2: (a) Finesse and (b) escape eciency as function of transmission of
out-coupling mirror for a cavity without internal loss (black), a loss of 1:1% for
the idler photons (red) and a loss of 2:6% for the signal photons. (c) Enhancement
factor of the spectral brightness at the cavity output with respect to the single pass
case. B = 
(606)
esc 
(1436)
esc
F (606)F (1436)
p
F (606)F (1436)
2F0
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In addition the beam waist of the pump beam was recalculated and optimized
by replacing the in coupling lens with 400mm focal length before the cavity with
a lens with 100mm focal length.
5.2.3 New low noise telecom single photon detector
Apart from increasing the escape eciency and the transmission behind the cav-
ity, clicks at the heralding detector should only occur if a photon is created by the
SPDC process and correlated to a signal photon. Hence high dark-count rates
and uncorrelated noise should be avoided. To reduce the dark counts the previ-
ous detector1 has been replaced by a low noise telecom single photon detector2
with only 10 Hz dark count rate at a detection eciency of 10%. The counter
is also based on an InGaAs avalanched photo diode (APD). It is reverse biased
above the breakdown voltage. If a photon pings on the p-n junction a carrier
is generated and undergoes an avalanche gain resulting in an increasing voltage.
To harness this eect the avalanche must be stopped and the device reset by a
quenching circuit. To reduce thermal eects and achieve a low dark count rate
the APD is cooled down to a temperature of  90 C.
5.2.4 Eect of uncorrelated noise
After reducing the dark counts we observed a big contribution of uncorrelated
photons shown in Fig. 5.3 (a). To obtain the spectrum plotted in Fig. 5.3 we
used a the lter cavity as scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer in the idler arm as
we did previously in the signal arm (see. Fig. 3.18). To this end a voltage ramp
created by an arbitrary waveform generator3 and synchronized with the opening
time of the chopper wheel (running with 30Hz), was applied on a piezo behind
one mirror of the lter cavity. Fig. 5.3 shows dierent histograms with the trigger
the voltage ramp as start signal and a click on the idler detector as stop signal.
All histograms show a region of low noise, while the signal was blocked by
the closed chopper which is placed in front of the ber leading to the single
1IdQuantique: id220
2IdQuantique: id230
3Tecktronix
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Figure 5.3: Spectra taken with scanning lter cavities, the low noise level is related
to dark counts, when the copper is closed, high noise level shows uncorrelated noise.
(a) polarization analysis of noise, black spectra is taken without polarizing beam
splitter and shows a high noise oor. Red spectra is taken with polarizer set to
horizontal polarization. Green spectra is taken with polarizer set to 45°. Yellow
spectra is taken with vertical polarization. (b) Bandpass lter decreases noise to a
SNR of level to 1/10.
photon counter. There the noise is dominated by detector dark counts. While
the chopper is opened for 18ms, the noise level is increased in all histograms. The
noise has to be broadband, since it is transmitted by the lter cavity and reduced
by the bandpass lter1 (center wavelength: 1440 nm, bandwidth: 14 nm). This
broad band noise may be due to uorescence created by the pump beam in the
PPLN crystal or in other optical elements. On top of the noise the main cluster
with the cavity modes separated by 423MHz is visible.
In Fig. 5.3(a) a histogram without spectral lter is shown in black. We see a
strong background covering 1/3 of the signal. For the colored histograms a half-
waveplate in combination with a polarizing beamsplitter was in front of the ber
input. Each color corresponds to a dierent waveplate setting showing that the
signal is well polarized and the noise is unpolarized. For maximal transmission
of the signal the noise level is 1/6 of the signal. In Fig. 5.3(b) a bandpass
lter2 (center wavelength: 1440 nm FWHM: 14 nm) is used resulting in a good
1Omega optics: 1440BP14/25
2Omega optics: 1440BP14/25
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background suppression resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio of 10.
5.3 Improved results
5.3.1 New histograms
The applied changes led to major improvements for the outcome of the photon
pair source. In Fig. 5.4 typical histograms of start- (click on the idler detector)
stop- (click on the signal detector) measurements of the new source are shown.
The detection events of each single photon counter are recorded with a time
stamp card1. A self-written Matlab code is used to plot the histograms and to
calculate parameters shown in the inset. Fig. (a) shows a measurement using the
lter cavity selecting a single mode in the idler arm and an Etalon ltering side
clusters in the signal arm. Fig. (b) shows a measurement just with the Etalon in
the signal arm, bypassing the single mode lter in the idler arm. Thus all modes
of one prominent cluster are detected.
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Figure 5.4: Histograms of a single mode measurement and a multi mode measure-
ment with corresponding data in inset: detected single rates, coincidences in red
window, photon linewidth archived by exponential t (in green), correlation time of
FWHM, heralding eciencies for signal and idler photons and g
(2)
si -value obtained
by the ratio in between the coincidence area and a noise area normalized to the
same width.
1Signadyne
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Figure 5.5: detected coincidences, g
(2)
si (t = 400 ns) and heralding eciency as
function of the pump power.
With these changes we reach in the ltered case heralding eciencies up to
30% at the signal photon detector, which leads to heralding eciency of 22% in
front of the memory crystal, which is more than 3 times higher than in previous
experiments [73]. Coincidence rates are improved by one order of magnitude
for a single mode with respect to [58], which is necessary to obtain reasonable
integration times for the storage experiments. The non-classical g(2)si -value is
increased by more than one order of magnitude due to better suppression of non-
correlated noise. Thus the pump power could be increased up to the maximal
available pump power of up to 5mW, keeping a good non-classical value, while
increasing the count rate. In Fig. 5.5 (a) the coincidences and heralding eciency
as function of the pump power are plotted. We achieve a detected coincidence
rate of 34HzmW 1. The heralding eciency at powers below 1mW is limited by
dark counts of the telecom detector. The slope for the coincidences rates results
in a detected brightness of 34HzmW 1. If we correct for detection eciencies
(10% for telecom photon and 62% for signal photon) and transmission losses, we
achieve a spectral brightness of 820 coinc=mW=MHz=s at the output of the cavity.
Taking also the chopper and the escape eciencies into account and comparing
that value with the obtained single pass rate in chapter 3 an enhancement factor
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of 1400 is obtained.
The heralding eciency is constant at 28%, for value of pump power Pp >
1mW. For Pp < 1mW, it is limited by the detector dark-counts.
5.3.2 Size of integration window
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Figure 5.6: g
(2)
si value, coincidences and heralding eciency for dierent width of
the coincidence window.
The size of the integration window in which the coincidences are counted is
selected to cover most of the coincidence peak.In Fig. 5.6 the obtained values
for g(2)si , coincidences and heralding eciency are plotted for dierent sizes of the
evaluation window. For narrow windows the obtained g(2)si values are higher but
less counts are included in the integration area, leading to a underestimation of
the coincidence rate.
For the values reported in the following sections and publications we agreed on
a size for the coincidence window of 400 ns, for broader windows the coincidence
rate saturates and would reveal lower g(2)si values. Note that in most broadband
sources the temporal shape cannot be resolved with given detector resolutions.
For those sources or for the single pass case the coincidence window is given by
the detector temporal resolution.
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5.4 Temporal and spectral characterization
As a result of changing the output coupling, the nesse of the resonator was
reduced to 184 for idler and 114 for signal, and the bandwidth of the photons
became slightly larger than in [58]. To investigate the new bandwidth of the
photons we use the second order cross-correlation function G(2)s;i . Its temporal
shape is a result of the cross-correlation of the temporal shapes of both photons.
The spectrum of each photon should resemble the Lorentzian shape of the cavity
mode spectrum corresponding to an exponential time structure. Hence we see
in Fig. 5.4 the rising exponential of the idler and the falling exponential of the
signal wave packet. We t the histogram with the following function:
G / exp [ 2 s  t] (t)
+ exp [2 i  t] ( t) + c0 (5.3)
which directly results in the cavity bandwidth for signal and idler wavelength
s;i, which is typically 3.7 MHz and 2.3 MHz. We use the heaviside function
(t  t0) to distinguish between the idler (t < t0) and signal (t > t0). The
smaller value for the idler photons can be explained by a higher cavity nesse
due to slightly lower intra-cavity losses. We dene the correlation time c of the
photon pair as the width (FWHM) of the measured G(2)s;i -function (c = 78 ns).
The biphoton bandwidth is then  = ln 2
c
= 2:8MHz.
5.5 Heralded narrow-band single-photon source
For the following correlation measurements additional single photon counters were
required. A simplifed sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 5.7.
We next check the single photon character of the generated light. This is done
by measuring the autocorrelation conditioned on the detection of a heralding
photon. We use a gate window of 400 ns around the detection time of the idler
photons (analog to previous measurements) to herald the signal photons. We
then use a method introduced by Fasel et al. [101] to generate histograms as
shown in Fig. 5.8. The histogram illustrates the triple coincidences sorted by
the number of heralding events between succeeding detections at dierent signal
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of the experimental setup. Additional photon counters
were used for correlation measurements. A replica of the lter cavity was used in
the signal arm for spectral measurement of the signal modes. The ber connections
and beam splitters can be changed according to the current experiment.
detectors. The ratio of events in the central bin (bin 0, coincidence of the signal
detectors in the same heralding window) divided by the mean value of the outer
bins corresponds to the conditioned autocorrelation g(2)i:s;s = 0:035(2). This value
is considerably below the classical threshold g(2)i:s;s  1.
We performed such measurements of the conditioned autocorrelation for var-
ious pump powers. The results are shown in Fig. 5.9. For all accessible pump
powers the g(2)i:s;s-value is well below the classical threshold, with a minimum of
0.010(4). Our source is therefore well suited to generate narrowband heralded
single photons with high delity. The solid line in Fig. 5.9 is a t to the data
according to the model in [94] and describes our experimental data well. The
approximately linear dependence of the g(2)i:s;s-values on pump power was also ob-
served earlier [101]. The inection of the curve and decrease at very low pump
powers has the same origin as for the cross correlation. For low pump powers the
rate of detected photons becomes comparable to the dark count rate. The single
photon correlation is then superimposed by noise coincidences.
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Figure 5.8: Heralded signal autocorrelation histogram for a pump power of 1 mW.
The dashed line illustrates the average height of the outer bins, corresponding to
g
(2)
i:s;s = 1. For the bin at 0, where triple coincidences are recorded, the height
corresponds to g
(2)
i:s;s = 0:035.
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t to theoretical model. Red diamonds show conditioned autocorrelation values of
the signal photons. Solid lines represent ts according to a theoretical model.
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5.6 Measurements of unconditional auto-correlation
The signal-idler second-order cross correlation is a quantity easy to measure, but
it does not prove the quantumness of the generated light without further assump-
tions. Hence we performed additional measurements to unambiguously show the
quantum character of the correlations. First we measured the unconditional sec-
ond order autocorrelation functions for signal (g(2)s;s ) and idler (g
(2)
i;i ), shown in
Fig. 5.10. To this end we split the particular photons in a 50/50 ber beam
splitter followed by single photon detectors at both outputs. Again we corre-
late the detection events in the post processing of the time tags, using the data
from both the signal detectors only. For an ideal two-mode squeezed state we
expect values of g(2)x;x(0) = 2, which is not the case for our results. For comparison
with other measurements we further dene the g(2)x;x-values via integration over a
400 ns interval, analog to the cross correlation value. This eventually results in
g
(2)
s;s ( = 400ns) = 1:10(1) and g
(2)
i;i ( = 400ns) = 1:33(4). Due to the use
of a low dark count detector this is the rst time we observe a bunching peak
for the idler photon autocorrelation (see [73] for a comparison). From the ts
to the histograms we determine the width of the peaks as 138 ns and 182 ns
(FWHM; signal and idler, respectively), which is twice the time constant as for
the cross correlation, as expected. From the height of the peaks we deduce values
of g(2)s;s (0) = 1:18(4) for the signal and g
(2)
i;i (0) = 1:5(1) for the idler photons. Two
reasons can explain the decrease of the measured correlation values: A superposi-
tion of modes and noise in the detection process. It has been shown [81, 102] that
a superposition of modes results in a reduced value following g(2)x;x(0) = 1 + 1N ,
where N is the number of contributing modes. In the signal branch there is
no narrowband ltering installed, which results in the contribution of all modes
of the central cluster By determining the total intensity as the sum of detected
counts in all modes and comparing it to the detections in the central mode, we
infer a number of N = 3:9 eective modes (assuming all modes have the same
intensity). This corresponds to ~g(2)s;s (0) = 1:26, close to the measured value.
The autocorrelation measurements, especially for idler, are also aected by
detector noise, described in chapter 2 in Eq. 2.15, reducing the resulting value
compared to the ideal case. We measured dark count rates of B(s)A = 30 Hz
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and B(s)B = 50 Hz for the signal measurement as well as B
(i)
A = 37 Hz and
B
(i)
B = 384 Hz for the idler measurements. Taking only these detector dark counts
into account we nd upper limits of g(2)s;s (0)  1:91 and g(2)i;i (0)  1:26. Combining
the assumptions of many modes and dark counts for the signal photons we obtain
a theoretical value of 1.20, which is in good agreement with our measurement.
With this data we can also give an estimation for the conditioned autocorrela-
tion. We expect the relation g(2)i:s;s =
g
(2)
s;s g(2)i;i
g
(2)
s;i
[82]. Since we condition the detection
of the signal photons to the idler however, we project the signal photons to a
single mode, too. Thus we assume for the autocorrelation value of the signal
photons the theoretical value for a single-mode, corrected for dark counts, and
retrieve a prediction of g(2)i:s;s =
1:911:33
69:5
= 0:037. This ts well the measured value.
However, the g(2)i;i -value here was measured with a low and a high dark count de-
tector, while for the conditioned autocorrelation only the low dark count detector
was used for heralding. Hence this value is underestimation the quality of the
photons.
We can further use the measured data to prove the quantum character of
the correlations. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality R =

g
(2)
s;i
2
g
(2)
s;s g(2)i;i
 1 is bound for
classical correlations. When we insert the results for cross-correlation (g(2)s;i =
70(1)) and auto-correlation measurements we nd R = 2711  247. Hence we
violate the classical boundary by more than 10 error margins which is a proof of
non-classical correlations.
We summarize the dierent correlation results, and values derived by dierent
methods in table 5.2 for comparison.
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606 nm
1436 nm
Figure 5.10: Unconditioned autocorrelations functions for signal (top, pump
power 1 mW) and idler (bottom, pump power 4.3 mW) photons. The solid lines
are ts of symmetric exponential functions used to calculate the peak value for zero
delay.
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 = 0  = 400 theoretical prediction classical threshold
g
(2)
i;s 335(8) 70(1) 
q
g
(2)
ss g
(2)
ii
g
(2)
s;s 1.18(2) 1.10(1)  1:2
g
(2)
i;i 1.5(1) 1.33(4)  1:26
R 63(6)  103 2700(250)  1
g
(2)
i:s;s 0.035(2)  0:037  1
Table 5.2: Second order cross- and auto-correlation and non-classical values R
at zero time delay, for an integration window of 400 ns, the theoretical prediction
including assumptions for detector dark counts, and the classical boundaries. The
pump power is 1 mW for the measurement of all correlation functions, except for
g
(2)
i;i where it is 4.3 mW.
5.7 Quantum light storage in the spin state
With the improved performance of the source it is promising to store the single
photons in the spin state of Pr3+:Y2SiO5. Therefore the photons are rst stored
in the excited state and create a collective single excitation of the Praseodymium
ions, as described in chapter 4. Now we use an optical transfer pulse to trans-
fer the excitation into a long lived spin state, oered by the level structure of
Praseodymium. Here the rephasing process is frozen. After a time Ts a read
pulse transfers the photons back into the excited state and the rephasing con-
tinues creating an echo after a time Tstorage =  + Ts. This technique allows an
extension of the storage time and in addition on demand readout of the quantum
memory. This experiment is much more demanding on the source and on the
quantum memory. The write and read pulses create noise due to uorescence,
which has to be suppressed strongly. In addition the condition for quantum
storage is that H > 1, where 1 is the minimum input number of photons to
achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 after the memory [104, 105]. In state of the art
demonstrations of solid-state spin-wave quantum memories with weak-coherent
states, 1 ranges between 0.03 and 0.11 [38, 104, 105], albeit with much longer
pulses, from a few microseconds to a few hundred ns, respectively. Our source
is therefore promising for the spin-wave storage of single photons in solid-state
quantum memories.
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Figure 5.11: Scheme of the AFC protocol [103]. a) An input photon (blue ar-
row) is absorbed by the comb (green peaks). Two transfer pulses (green arrows)
respectively map the collective atomic excitation to the spin state and, after a time
Ts, bring it back to the excited state. After a time  + Ts (where  = 1= is the
predetermined AFC storage time), the atoms decay and the photon is re-emitted
(red arrow). b) Timing of the AFC scheme
To show the storage and retrieval of non-classical light the signal-to-noise
ratio has to be higher than two g(2)si > 2, assuming signal and idler elds have
thermal statistics, as described in chapter 2. Thus it is important to keep non-
correlated noise low. To transfer the excitation to the spin state we use strong
(P  20mW) control pulses which create a high noise level. To suppress most
of this noise several ltering techniques are used, involving spatial, spectral and
temporal ltering. The transfer pulses enter the crystal with an narrow angle
( 2°) with respect to the single photon mode. A narrowband lter has been
developed by Mustafa Gündo§an [104]. He introduced a second Pr3+-crystal and
created a narrow transmissive window ( = 4MHz) inside the inhomogeneous
broadening using hole burning techniques. Using this lter the non-resonant
noise could be decreased by a factor of 700. This allowed him to show that weak
coherent pulses required a photon number higher than 1 = 0:07 to reach a signal
to noise ratio exceeding one, SNR > 1 [104]. The transfer pulses are triggered by
a click of the heralding detector. In that case the pump of the source is switched
o, such that no additional noise from the source enters the crystal. Further
more the storage eciency has been increased by Alessandro Seri, another PhD
student. He exchanged the crystal by a longer one in order to increase the OD. In
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addition he studied dierent methods of optical pumping to improve the quality
of AFC leading to an increase in the eciency, shown in Fig. 4.8. The storage
in the excited state was increased to 17% for a storage time of 5 µs. The storage
eciency in the excited state is now limited by the bandwidth of the photons.
Since the photons got slightly broader in frequency their Lorentzian shape with
FWHM of 2:8MHz doesn't overlap completely with the AFC (squared shape of
4MHz width). However, the photon linewidth could be decreased by extending
the cavity length to increase the storage eciency.
Figure 5.12: Time histogram of spin state storage with heralded single photons.
The input photons transmitted through the spectral pit without any AFC are shown
in blue. The counts in gray show the result with applied AFC. A photon echo is
created after 5µs. The green counts are obtained, when the transfer pulses, marked
in red are applied. In that case the counters are in the gated mode and opened
after the transfer pulses happened. In magenta a noise measurement without input
photons is shown. The dominant peak at 13:5 µs is created by an echo of the readout
pulses. Before at a total storage time of 11 µs we see the retrieved photons in green
above the noise level.
With the new characteristics of the source and the memory we were condent
to try the spin state storage with heralded single photons created by the described
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source. We obtained rst preliminary results by connecting the source with the
memory. An AFC with a preliminary storage time of 5 µs was created. Write
pulses were applied 2 µs after a click on the heralding detector, 6 µs later a read
pulse was applied. The total storage time is thus 11 µs. In Fig. 5.12 results of a
storage experiment are shown.
A signal to noise ratio of 1:36(2) is obtained in this measurement. Taking into
account the autocorrelation values, measured in section 5.6, we could violate al-
ready the classical boundary of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality g(2)si 
q
g
(2)
ss g
(2)
ii =
1:21(4) for an integration window of 400 ns. However, the signal spectrum behind
the source contains several modes which results in a lower value of g(2)ss , while the
memory acts as lter for a single mode. On the other hand, the main noise contri-
bution is created by the coherent control pulses. The autocorrelation behind the
memory could not be measured because the low count rate would lead to a very
long integration time. The obtained storage eciency is 1:3%. However, a signal
to noise ratio higher than 2 is desirable for a clear evidence of non classical light.
Recent results obtained by A. Seri and A. Lenhard after further improvement on
the memory (reduction of the noise) led to higher signal to noise values of 5:4(9)
at a storage time of 13:25µs.
5.8 Conclusion
In summary, we developed a source of telecom-heralded single photons with high
heralding eciency and a high creation rate of narrowband photons compatible
with a solid-state quantum memory based on Pr3+:Y2SiO5. We proved the single
photon character of the emission by direct measurement of the heralded auto-
correlation function, with antibunching parameters as low as 0.01. In addition,
we reported signicant improvements in terms of count rate, quality of correla-
tions and heralding eciency (up to 28 %), compared to the state of the art.
This source is well suited for advanced experiments with solid state quantum
memories. In particular, it meets the requirements to demonstrate single-photon
spin-wave storage in a solid-state quantum memory, which would be an important
milestone for the use of solid-state quantum memories in quantum networks and
quantum repeaters architectures.
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6Frequency entanglement of narrow
band photon pairs
6.1 Introduction
In the previous measurements we showed non-classical light correlations of the
created photon pairs and by using one photon as herald, a single photon Fock
state could be created. These quantum correlations are sucient for some re-
peater architecture [13]. Some other architectures require direct light matter
entanglement [106].
Photons can be entangled in dierent degrees of freedom, including path-
way, polarization, time, frequency or momentum. The most common types of
entanglement are polarization and time-bin entanglement. I will briey comment
on the challenges of implementing these types in our source. Then I will show
the possibility of implementing entanglement based on frequency-bins created
naturally by our source. High visibility two photon interference fringes are shown,
which are a clear indicator for entanglement. Finally, I will show how a Bell
inequality can be violated with our non-maximally high dimensional entangled
state, and show rst results towards this goal.
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Figure 6.1: Source generates polarization entangled photon pairs, 2 -waveplates
and polarizing beamsplitters (PBS) can be used to analyze the entangled state.
6.1.1 Polarization entanglement
Polarization entanglement is rather simple to analyze and therefore used in many
experiments [107, 108]. The polarization analysis can be done with a half-
waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in each output arm of the photon
pair source (see Fig. 6.1). By rotating the half-waveplate the measurement bases
can be selected. The PBS acts then as analyzer with two possible outcomes.
Methods to generate polarization entangled pairs are:
 using type II parametric down-conversion [60]
 using two orthogonally polarized Type I sources and overlap their output
beams[42]
 using a two crystal conguration respectively rotated by 90° [55, 109].
In our setup we implemented a conguration with two Type I crystals inside
the cavity respectively rotated by 90°, similar to [55]. Both crystals generated
photons pairs at 606 nm and 1436 nm with orthogonal polarizations. Due to
dispersion and birefringence inside the crystals photons with each combination
of the four possible combinations can obtain dierent phase. This phase is very
sensitive to the temperature of the crystals (in the mK range). To exit the
cavity with the same eciency all the photons require the same phase, that
means the cavity has to be resonant to all the four created modes. In principle a
phase compensation inside the cavity can be obtained with additional birefringent
materials as in [109] and if the two crystals had identical properties the phase
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should be compensated by their birefringence themselves. In practice it resulted
that the crystals have slightly dierent phase matching temperatures and that
the phase sensitivity of the temperature is hardly covered by the stability of the
temperature controllers (T  8mK). Nevertheless, I achieved to keep three
modes resonant by inserting a birefringent wave-plate for phase compensation,
but one degree of freedom was missing to keep all four modes resonant.
6.1.2 Energy-time entanglement
Figure 6.2: Source generates early and late time bins. An interferometer in each
arm is used to analyze the entanglement, unitary transformations can be performed
by changing the phase setting  in the interferometer arms.
Energy time entanglement is achieved naturally in the SPDC process, as soon
as the coherence time of the pump is much longer than the coherence time of the
photons. Contrary to polarization entanglement it doesn't require special crystal
congurations or phase compensations and is easier to obtain. Energy-time en-
tanglement, or its discrete version time-bin entanglement, is convenient to use in
experiments with long ber length, like in [110], since the stability of polarization
in bers relies on stable outer conditions of the ber like temperature changes or
mechanical stress, which is harder to avoid over long distances. For the energy-
time and time-bin entanglement analysis, Franson-type interferometers [111] can
be used. These interferometers consist of a short arm and a long arm in which
the phase dierence between the arms can be tuned. In addition the arm-length
dierence of the interferometers has to be longer than the coherence length of the
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photons and shorter than the coherence length of the laser p > lintc > ph. That
leads to a constraint for very narrowband photons which would require interfer-
ometers with a long arm length dierence and elaborate stabilization techniques.
Possible interferometers are developed in our group, but a more elegant and con-
venient way for our source could be the manipulation in the frequency domain.
Polarization entanglement is limited to two dimensions, since polarizing beam
splitters have just two outputs. The time and frequency domain, oers the pos-
sibility of higher dimensional entanglement, because the state can be analyzed
with more than two outputs. An example for an interferometer with three arm
is given in [112].
6.1.3 Frequency-bin entanglement
Instead of using the time domain for the entanglement analysis, we can manipu-
late and measure it also in the frequency domain, since photons crerated by SPDC
are intrinsically time-energy entangled. In our case, the source creates several
narrowband frequency modes, which can be assumed as discrete frequency-bins,
leading to frequency-bin entanglement.
By replacing the interferometers or polarizing beamsplitters with spectral l-
ters and phase shifters or waveplates with optical devices which can perform an
unitary transformation in the frequency domain, one can analyze the frequency
entangled state in dierent bases. For narrowband photon pair sources as ob-
tained by cavity enhanced SPDC this could be more convenient than the analysis
of time-bin entanglement, because of the long coherence length of the photons.
In addition it is practical for existing quantum communication structures and can
be combined with frequency multiplexing [24]. So far, few experiments showed
frequency-bin entanglement, mostly with broadband sources [74, 113]. To our
knowledge there is no frequency bin entanglement shown with narrowband sources
based on cavity enhanced SPDC. This kind of source intrinsically creates narrow-
band frequency-bins, since the cavity emits few modes which are well separated
and can be distinguished by frequency lters. In that case each created mode
represents a dimension of our entangled state, thus we have intrinsically a higher
dimensional entangled state.
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In the following sections I will describe the spectral properties of our source
and the implementations which are used to analyze the two photon state. A the-
oretical model adapted to our spectrum is presented. High visibility two-photon
interference fringes are shown, and an experimental investigation towards the vi-
olation of a Bell inequality with our non-maximally entangled high dimensional
state is presented.
6.2 State created by cavity enhanced photon pair
source
As already presented in chapter 5, the spectrum of our source is composed of
clusters containing several frequency modes with dierent height. These modes
naturally dene our frequency bins and are sketched in Fig. 6.3. The source is
pumped with a narrow-band pump laser in continuous wave and energy has to
be conserved:
hp = hs + hi (6.1)
Figure 6.3: Sketch of correlated signal and idler modes generated by the photon
pair source. Since the pump laser has a narrow line width and energy has to be
conserved, each idler mode has a correlated signal mode. By ltering a frequency-
bin of one photon, we can determine the frequency of it's partner.
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As a result each spectral mode of the signal photon is correlated with a cer-
tain mode of the idler photon. The frequency correlations lead naturally to the
creation of a frequency entangled state:
j i =
X
n
gnjnij   ni (6.2)
Where jni describes frequency bin n, with the central frequency bin denoted
to n = 0, and gn describes the dierent intensity of each bin. In our case, since
the various frequency bins have dierent intensities, we create a non maximally
entangled state.
Fabry-perot cavities used as frequency lters (FCs) before the single photon
detectors allow us to select a given bin to be measured.
6.2.1 State analysis
To be able to manipulate the central bin, we use a method introduced by Olislager
et al. [74]. Electro Optical Modulators (EOM) are used in each arm and create a
superposition between a central mode and its neighboring modes. The principle
of EOMs can be described as follows:
EOMs use a non-linear crystal on which an oscillating electrical eld is applied
with a radio frequency 
 of amplitude c and phase . That leads to a fast change
of the refractive index and thus creates sidebands (see Fig. 6.4) in the frequency
domain. This action can be described by the unitary transformation on the
monochromatic frequency state jni:
U(c; ) jni =
X
m
Um(c; ) jn+m
i ; (6.3)
where Um(c; ) = Jm(c)eim( 

2
). And Jm(c) are the Bessel functions.
The oscillation frequency 
 of the electrical eld is set such, that the created
sidebands overlap with the frequency modes emitted by the cavity (
 = FSR).
In the following we use the modulation indices a = cA=V with the voltage
amplitude cA and the phase setting  for Alice's (idler) EOM and b = cB=V
with the voltage amplitude cB and the phase setting  for Bob's (signal) EOM.
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Figure 6.4: Recorded sidebands generated by the EOMs using classical reference
beams at signal- and idler-wavelength passing through the EOMs and through the
scanning lter cavities before being detected with fast photodiodes. From the ratio
of the peak height we infer a modulation index a = 1:30 for signal and b = 1:36 for
idler. The dierent peak width results from dierent nesse of the lter cavities.
When the electrical eld is applied to the EOMs all modes are superposed with
their individual neighbors, i.e. the unitary operator has to be applied to all modes
jni. As both photons of the pair are transmitted through dierent modulators
the unitary has further to be applied to signal and idler modes individually. This
results in the following pair state:
~	E = U^A 
 U^B j	i =X
n
X
k
X
m
Uk (a; )Um (b; ) gn jn+ ki j n+mi (6.4)
Uk (a; )Um (b; ) = Jk (a) Jk (b) exp [i (k +m   =2 (k +m))] (6.5)
This is similar to the model shown in Olislager et al [74], but it has been adapted
by A. Lenhard to take into account the fact that we have a nite spectrum with
varying amplitude for each mode.
A simulation together with a spectral measurement of the idler modes is shown
in Fig. 6.5. By changing the phases  or  of the electrical eld (RF-signal) which
drives the EOM, a transformation on the two photon state can be applied, leading
to constructive or destructive interferences in the coincidence measurements.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Spectral measurement of frequency bins using a method explained
in 3.2.5 (at idler frequency), generated by the source without action of the EOM.
(c) Simulation of frequency bins, each bin is encoded in a dierent color and in-
tensities gn are obtained from measured spectrum in (a). (d) Action of EOM with
modulation index of 1.6 is simulated to the frequency bins. Sidebands are created
and overlap with neighboring modes. Colors denotes the origin of the bins. Phase
dierence lead to interference eects. (b) Measurement of the spectrum when side-
bands are created by the EOM with a modulation index of b = 1:6, the intensities
of the modes agree with the simulation.
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6.2.2 Detection probability
In the experiment we then measure the coincidence rate of the photon pairs.
between detecting a signal and an idler photon. Here the idler photon is ltered
to a single mode (frequency) after passing the modulator and we assume this
mode has the number l. The probability to nd its partner photon in mode l+ d
is then the following:
Pd (a; ; b; ; l) =
hlj h l + dj ~	E2 with (6.6)
hlj h l + dj ~	
E
=
X
n
X
k
X
m
Uk (a; )Um (b; ) gn hl jn+ ki h l + d j n+mi
The modes are orthogonal and normalized which results in some simplications:
hl jn+ ki = l;n+k (6.7)
h l + d j n+mi = 1 for   l + d =  n+m (6.8)
) Pd (a; ; b; ; l) 6= 0 only for d = m+ k (6.9)
hlj h l + dj ~	
E
=
X
n
X
k
Jk (a) Jd k (b) exp [i (k +  (d  k)  =2d)]
 gn hl jn+ ki h l + d j n  k + di (6.10)
The last expression contains only two sums over n; k.
6.3 Experimental demonstration of two photon in-
terference fringes
6.3.1 Experimental setup
We generate photon pairs with the same source presented in Chapter 5 based
on spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO). We use a narrowband pump laser at 426 nm to generate idler
photons at 1436 nm (telecommunications E-band) and signal photons at 606 nm.
The spectrum of the photons consists of several peaks, formed by longitudinal
modes of the OPO cavity, obeying the double resonance condition. These modes
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Figure 6.6: Sketch of components used for our entanglement analysis of the
frequency-bin entanglement.
are separated by the cavity free spectral range. The Fourier transformation of a
multi modal time correlation between signal and idler photons tells us FSR =
423:7(1)MHz. The bandwidth of each mode is around 3MHz.
To analyze the frequency-bin entanglement we include electro-optic modula-
tors (EOM) in our setup as illustrated in Fig. 6.6. Each EOM is placed behind the
source, before any spectral lter. We use a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO),
tuned to 424 MHz as master oscillator. We split its radio frequency (RF) signal
in two parts and feed it to the following components which are identical for the
signal and idler branch. Each path for the RF contains a phase shifter, a variable
attenuator and a high power amplier to drive the EOM. Hence we can set the
phase and power for each EOM individually. The eect of the EOM on the opti-
cal spectrum is the creation of sidebands, which overlap with the photon modes
created by the OPO.
Our source setup further contains tunable Fabry-Pérot cavities which we use to
select a single mode of the spectrum and that can be stabilized to a reference laser.
Due to this preconditions our source is well suited to demonstrate frequency-bin
entanglement.
6.3.2 Modulated spectra
As the RF is matched to the cavity FSR, the side bands of one mode will overlap
with its neighboring modes. This creates the superposition of frequency bins
necessary to show entanglement. The resulting spectra of the single photons
with the EOMs turned on are shown in Fig. 6.7. The width of the peaks in that
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Figure 6.7: Spectra with active EOM for idler (a) and signal (b). We tted sums
of Lorentzians to the experimental data, shown as red solid lines. The gray shaded
areas indicate the phase where the detectors are blocked and the source is locked
to the reference laser.
gure is limited by the resolution of the Fabry-Pérot cavities, which is dierent
for signal and idler wavelengths. In the insets of Fig. 6.7 the sidebands created
by the EOMs are shown. From the ratio of the peak height we infer a modulation
index b = 1:36 for idler and a = 1:30 for signal. We keep these values constant
during all the measurements. The modulation index can be adjusted by the RF
power sent to the EOMs. We monitor of the RF amplitude at each data point
with an oscilloscope and adjust slight deviations due to dierent setting on the
phase shifters.
6.3.3 Measurement of two-photon interference fringes
In a rst step we measure the coincidences between single modes for dierent
phases. The fringes as function of the phase dierence are described by Bessel
functions and depend on the modulation indices. In particular we decided to use
equal depths for a and b in the range of 1:3 as we expect to achieve a rather
high contrast for the coincidence rate with these settings. The result is shown in
Fig. 6.8. We rst set the phase of idler EOM to  = 0 and varied the signal EOM
phase only (green curve in Fig. 6.8). Next we set the idler EOM phase to  = 51
and repeated the measurement (blue curve in Fig. 6.8). In both cases the lter
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Figure 6.8: Results of the correlation measurements. (a) Shows the correlation
histograms for minimum ( = 178, = 51, left) and (b) maximum ( =  29, =
51, right). To determine the coincidence rate we integrate over a 400 ns interval,
indicated by the red shaded region. (c) The red and black points show the measured
single rates for signal and idler, respectively. The green points show the coincidence
rate for idler phase set to  = 0 while for the blue points  = 51. Both signal
and idler lter cavities were set to mode j0i. The magenta points show coincidences
with  = 51 and the idler lter selecting mode j+1i. The solid lines show ts to
the data according to a model from [113]. The measured points surrounded by the
red ovals are used for further calculations with a Bell inequality.
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cavities were actively stabilized to the central mode (mode j0i) of the spectra,
corresponding to the central frequency bins of each spectrum. For comparison,
the magenta data points in the gure show the results when the idler cavity is
set to a mode next to the central mode (mode j+1i) while the signal lter is still
centered.
The variation of the coincidence rate induced by the change of the RF phase
is a signature of a two-photon interference eect, which is a proof of coherent
superposition between frequency terms. From the raw data, shown in Fig. 6.8,
we nd an interference visibility of V = 95(4)%. Which is a strong indicator
for entanglement since we measured the same visibility for two dierent non-
orthogonal settings of Bob's analyzer (blue and green fringe).
The solid lines shown in the gure are to guide the eye. They are obtained
from Bessel-functions based on the model presented in [113]. These model can not
be applied directly to our data, since our spectrum contains modes of dierent
heights, leading to an increased value for the magenta points. The evaluation
with a modied model which includes dierent intensities for each mode is given
in section 6.5.2. First we were interested in the violation of a Bell inequality. The
points surrounded by the red oval are at the optimized settings (according to the
model of Olislager [113]) for the violation of the Bell inequality.
6.4 Bell inequalities for frequency entangled states
A device independent proof for entanglement, independent from the number of
dimensions, could be the violation of Bell inequalities. In the next section a Bell
inequality is presented, which has been derived in collaboration with theorists1
from ICFO, which matches with our system.
6.4.1 Derivation of Bell inequality
We can use a Clauser-Horne inequality [114] which we adapted to our system:
1Osvaldo Jimenez, Daniel Cavalcanti, Alejandro Máttar and Antonio Acín
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P (00jA1B1) + P (00jA1B2) + P (00jA2B1)  P (00jA2B2) (6.11)
 P (0jA1)  P (0jB1)  0:
Here P (00jAxBx) describes the probability of measuring a coincidence with
the lters set to the central mode and with a setting Ax of the EOM in the signal
arm and a setting Bx of the EOM in the idler arm. P (0jx) describe the marginal
probabilities to nd a single photon in each arm. As it can be deduced from the
constant single rates in Fig. 6.8, the marginals are independent from the phase
setting of the EOMs.
In an experiment with photons, the probability outcomes correspond to pho-
ton counts C(xyjab) normalized by the total number of eventsPabC(xyjab) (sum
over all the possible outputs), that is
P (abjxy) = C(abjxy)P
abC(abjxy)
(6.12)
6.4.2 Additional measurements for normalization and marginals
In practice we can not measure each outcome one by one. The total number of
events
P
abC(abjxy) has to be measured in a dierent way. In order to do so,
we bypass the Fabry-Pérot cavities to detect all the possible outcome modes at
once and then we correct by a transmission coecient. That is, our measure
probabilities must be written as
P (abjxy) = C(abjxy)
N(xy)
; (6.13)
where N(xy) = tot
P
abC(abjxy) with Ttot = Ts Ti the total transmission, which
is the product of the transmission on the signal (idler) mode s(i) passing the
lter cavities.P
abC(abjxy)  CMM can be obtained by a coincidence measurement of all
spectral modes bypassing both lter cavities. The transmission coecients Ti
and Ts can be obtained by
Ti;s =
CFCi;s
CMM   (6.14)
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with  the intensity ratio between the central mode and the sum of the modes
derived from the measured spectrum in Fig. 6.7. Additional coincidence mea-
surements CFCs (C
FC
i ) are required with a lter cavity in the signal (idler) arm
while there is no lter cavity in the other arm. In contrast to measurements with
single photon rates, these measurements of coincidences are independent from
uncorrelated noise.
The marginal probabilities P (0jx) are given by the normalized amount of cor-
related photons in each arm. The amount of correlated photons in each arm
C(0jx) =PbC(0bjxy) =PaC(a0jxy) can be obtained from the same measure-
ments, bypassing one lter cavity
P
bC(0bjxy) = iCFCi and
P
aC(a0jxy) =
sC
FC
s . After that, we normalize by N(x(y)) = tot
P
abC(abjxy) = siCMM .
6.4.3 Bell-inequalities obtained from coincidences
In order to measure the Bell correlations, we have taken the coincidence rates Cij
for two dierent settings of A and B, obtained from the fringes in Fig. 6.8. In
addition we had to take measurements with the spectral lters in just one arm
on each side obtaining the results CFCi with the lter cavity in the idler arm and
CFCs with the lter cavity in the signal arm. In addition a measurement without
any lter cavity was taken, to get the coincidence rate CMM . The Bell inequality
can then be written as:
C00 + C01 + C10   C11
CMM  Ti  Ts
  C
FC
i
Ti  CMM
  C
FC
s
Ts  CMM
 0 (6.15)
replacing the transmissions Ti;s by coincidence measurements given in Eq. 6.14
we rewrite 6.15 to:
(C00 + C01 + C10   C11)  C
MM  
CFCi  CFCs
 2: (6.16)
6.4.4 Experimental investigation of Bell inequality viola-
tion
To test our measurement against the new Bell inequality we use the data points
at phases  =  57 and  = 4. Our simulation predicted the highest Bell
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value for these four points in our set of measurements. By-passing just the idler
lter cavity gave a coincidence rate of 5:4(1)Hz (4:8(1)Hz if accidental oor
is subtracted). By-passing the signal lter cavity results in a coincidence rate
of 25:4(3)Hz (24:7(3)Hz). Both cavities bypassed we measured a coincidence
rate of 114:7(6)Hz (105:1(6)Hz), with all modes contributing. From the signal
spectrum shown in Fig. 6.7 we got  = 0:255. With Eq. 6.14 that results in a
transmission eciency of Ti;s = 86:2% for the idler cavity and 
T
s = 18:4% for
the signal cavity.
Including these values in Eq. 6.16 we get following result for a rst measure-
ment we did, without the subtraction of accidental background:
(3:56 + 2:97 + 3:3  1:19)  2  114:7  0:255
5:44  25:37 = 1:83 0:19 (6.17)
and 1:95  0:21 if we subtract accidental background. Since these values are
below 2, we don't violate the derived Bell inequality, with the phase settings we
used, although they were optimized for our modulation indices. This is at rst
sight surprising, since our two-photon interference visibility is very high 95%.
In the next section, we investigate this issue with a deeper analysis of our data,
additional measurements and the simulation presented in section 6.2.2.
6.5 Interpretation with simulated state
6.5.1 Additional measurement of spectral components
To get an idea about outcomes we could not measure one by one, we took addi-
tional measurements of the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.9.
We scanned the lter cavity in the signal arm, while the cavity in the idler
arm was stabilized to a central mode. The EOMs had the same modulation
index as in the previous measurement. The phase of the EOMs where set once
to the maximum (Fig. 6.9 (a)) of the interference fringe and the other time to
the minimum (Fig. 6.9 (b)). In blue the single rates as dependence of lter
cavity length (resulting in the spectral position) are shown. In green just the
single photons conditioned on a click at the heralding detector are shown. At
the minimum (in Fig. 6.9 (b)) we see that the counts spread over six outputs,
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Spectrum of uncorrelated signal photons in blue and conditioned on
idler photons in the central frequency bin in green. (a) phases were set to the
maximum interference fringe (b) at minimum of interference fringe.
with no counts in the central mode.At the maximum (Fig. 6.9 (a)) of the fringe
we nd 87% of the photons in the central peak and the residual photos equally
distributed in the neighboring modes. This is due to the fact that our state is
non-maximally entangled, resulting in a not complete destructive interference for
the side modes. This fact has direct consequences on the normalization factor for
the Bell inequality. Since we have to normalize with all the events the probability
to nd a photon at the maximum is 87% below 1.
6.5.2 Simulation of measured state
To further investigate this issue, we can use the model presented in section 6.2.1.
With this model, we can simulate the coincidence rate for all the modes from
the state given in Eq. 6.5, which includes the unitary transformation performed
by the EOMs on the non-maximal entangled state expressed in Eq. 6.2. The
solid lines in Fig. 6.10 are simulated coincidence rates, we get from 6.10 for the
phase setting applied to the measurement. We can take the sum of all modes as
maximum of the achievable counts in the central bin (see Fig. 6.10). The dashed
line represents the sum of all modes as reference of the achievable coincidences
from the dierent possible outcomes. We see that even at the maximum of the
fringe, the counts are lower than the reference. This means that with our created
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non-maximally entangled state, it is not possible to nd phase settings where
all the coincidence go in the central bin, if we use the same modulation indices.
This prevents the violation of the Bell inequality with these settings. Thus the
normalization constant stays well above the maximum of our interference fringes.
With the simulation we get an Bell parameter of S = 2:03  0:06, which agrees
inside the error bars with our measurements.
Since our measured data match quite well with the simulated lines, we con-
clude that our model indeed describes our experiment. As the initial state our
model is based on, is an entangled state we here claim that our photons are
frequency-bin entangled.
6.6 Towards storage of frequency entanglement in
the quantum memory
We demonstrated earlier, that we can store heralded single photons created by
this source in a solid state quantum memory [73]. In the future we plan to
combine the eect of frequency-bin entanglement with quantum storage. As a
preparatory step we now include our quantum memory setup into the experiment.
As illustrated in Fig. 6.11 we replace the ltering cavity in the signal arm by the
doped crystal.
We use a Praseodymium doped Y2SiO5 crystal. The inhomogeneous broad-
ening of the transition at 606 nm results in total absorption of all signal modes
created by our OPO. However, we can create a transmission window via spectral
hole burning, i.e. with the help of a narrow band tunable laser we pump a certain
species of ions to another ground state. With this technique we tailor a window
of 8MHz featuring high transmission for the mode j0i only. We measure coinci-
dences between the single mode signal photons ltered in that way and the idler
photons ltered to a single mode with the help of the cavity, as explained before.
The coincidence rate is reduced due to increased losses in the signal arm and an
additional duty cycle, necessary to periodically refresh the spectral hole lter. As
shown in Fig. 6.11 we still observe interference fringes with high visibility.
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Figure 6.10: Data taken at coincidence measurement together with simulations
of output rates. The green and blue line represent the simulated outcome for
the central frequency bins. The solid magenta line represent the coincidence rate,
between a central mode and the neighboring modes, the cyan lines represent the
coincidence rates with further neighbors. A sum of all the possible combinations
is given by the dashed gray line, which serves as reference rate. The gray circles
display the sum of blue data points and two times the magenta data points (for left
and right neighboring modes).
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Figure 6.11: Modication of the experimental setup (top): The lter cavity at
the idler branch was replaced by our memory setup. We create a spectral lter by
spectral hole burning techniques. The resulting coincidence measurement (bottom)
shows interference fringes.
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We repeated this measurements for dierent pump powers of our source. In-
creasing the pump power will increase the probability to create multiple pairs in
the SPDC process. This reduces the delity of the heralded single photon. This
eect can be observed in a decrease of the signal-idler cross correlation value g(2)s;i .
The result is summarized in Fig. 6.12. For all available pump powers we operate
in a high visibility regime.
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Figure 6.12: Measured interference raw visibility (red) and cross correlation value
g
(2)
s;i (blue) for dierent pump powers.
We observe a small decrease of visibility with pump power. However, the
lowest visibility for all accessible pump powers was still quite high with V 
89:2 3%.
To nally store a frequency-bin entangled qudit a few changes in our memory
setup are necessary. We use the atomic frequency comb (AFC) technique for
storage. This involves creating a periodic absorption feature within the spectral
hole we used for ltering. We already demonstrated this for a single frequency
mode [73], but to store a frequency-bin qudit several AFCs, one for each mode is
necessary. This would allow us to store the photon in a superposition of frequency
bins which is essential to preserve the qudit state. The EOM for analysis of the
entanglement has then to be placed behind the memory. The creation of multiple
AFCs has been demonstrated [24, 69] elsewhere, in a Tm doped crystal.
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6.7 Conclusion
We demonstrated frequency bin entanglement with a source creating frequency
bins intrinsically. That opens the way to use this type of entanglement with
narrowband sources compatible with quantum memories which allow frequency
multiplexing. The high visibility of the two photon interference fringes shows a
coherent superposition, which is a good indicator of entanglement. The agreement
between our data and a model inferred from the measured photon spectrum also
suggests that our state is close the ideal entangled state. To show a clear violation
of Bell inequalities the modulation indices on the EOMs have to be adjusted. The
simulation predicts a better violation with lower sidebands. On the other hand
the visibility of the interference fringes could decrease with too low sidebands.
Thus a careful adjustment of the setting related to the present spectra will be
required, to be able to violate the presented Bell inequality.
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Quantum repeaters could enable the transfer of a quantum state over distances
larger than few hundreds of kilometers. A crucial requirement for a quantum
repeater is the distribution of entanglement between remote quantum memories.
Photon pair sources which create photons at telecom wavelength entangled with
photons stored in a quantum memory are a promising solution towards that goal.
During my PhD project we developed such a source of entangled photon pairs,
of which one is connected with a solid state quantum memory and it's partner
photon is at telecom wavelength. This source was then used for experiments with
a Pr3+-doped solid state quantum memory. Finally, entanglement between the
frequency modes of the created photons has been investigated.
7.1 Achievements
First the source was built and characterized as shown in chapter 3. The spectral
requirements for storing heralded single photons in a Pr3+-doped crystal were
achieved by demonstrating a photon bandwidth of 2MHz, the narrowest photon
pairs produced by SPDC so far, which can be ltered to a single spectral mode.
In addition the ultra wide non-degeneracy allowed us to have a heralding photon
at telecom wavelength and to investigate the clustering eect for widely non-
degenerate double resonant cavity enhanced SPDC.
After fully characterizing the source we performed experiments by connecting
it to our solid state quantum memory, based on a Praseodymium doped crystal.
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Using the AFC storage protocol, we could store the heralded single photons for
up to 4:5 µs, twenty times longer than in previous experiments using solid state
QMs. This storage time would be long enough to distribute entanglement over 1
km.
To enlarge the possible distance longer storage times are required. A possibil-
ity to extend the storage time is to transfer the single excitation into a long lived
spin state, which is present in the level structure of the praseodymium ions. That
also allows an on demand readout of the quantum memory. To be able to apply
the source for that storage, its performance had to be improved with respect to
the previous storage experiments. An important parameter for that experiment
was the heralding eciency of the photons in front of the memory. A heralding
eciency of 28% was demonstrated. Further more the detected coincidence rate
for a single frequency bin has been improved by an order of magnitude and a sig-
nicant improvement of the cross-correlation function g(2)s;i , was reported. Details
are described in chapter 5. The photon pair source runs stable with a good per-
formance and no further improvement on this source is planed so far. The active
stabilization holds for up to 18 hours, such that experiments can be performed
over night. Further improvements on the source, like a narrower line width or a
higher heralding eciency, will require a modied design.
With improved performance we connected the source to the quantum memory
again and achieved improved results for the AFC storage as well as a rst storage
in the spin state violating the classical condition g(2)si >
q
g
(2)
ss  g(2)ii and a total
storage time of 11 µs. Preliminary results are shown in the thesis and the ongoing
work of my successors shows major improvements on the results.
A further goal of the thesis was to show entanglement between the photons
of the pairs. A rst approach to implement polarization entanglement was not
successful. Instead we took advantage of the fact that our spectrum contains
several longitudinal modes and showed entanglement of the frequency bins of the
pairs using a technique introduced by Olislager et al. [74]. High visibility (
95%) two photon interference fringes have been demonstrated, showing coherent
superposition of the frequency modes. A Bell inequality has been derived. The
results have been explained with a simulation of the multidimensional state, which
showed entanglement.
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7.2 Discussion
In contrast to many experiments with quantum memories using weak coherent
states, in this thesis heralded single photons were generated and stored in a
quantum memory. We did rst measurements on a system consisting of correlated
photon pairs linked with a solid state quantum memory oering the possibility
of an on demand readout.
The fact that one photon of the pair is at telecom wavelength while the other
one can be stored in a quantum memory, oers the possibility to entangle two
distant quantum memories with each other by copying the setup and perform
swapping operations on the two telecom arms. That could be a rst building block
of a quantum repeater. The current storage time of the quantum memory would
be enough to distribute the entanglement over few kilometers while the quantum
state is stored in the quantum memories. The eciency of the joint system would
lead to count rates in the sub Hz regime, still too low for applications. However,
we showed very fast progress in the performance of source and solid state quantum
memory. The fast and continuous improvement of source and quantum memory
is promising for the future.
The cavity enhanced approach avoids the use of narrow spectral ltering com-
ponents and brings an enhancement of the spectral brightness. Here we demon-
strated not only one of the spectrally narrowest photon pair source, but also the
one with the lowest signal photon wavelength and the widest separation of signal
and idler photons. This is based on a strong suppression of redundant modes due
to the clustering eect for double resonance. Many photon pair sources exist of
this type, but only a few are demonstrated to be resonant with an atomic quan-
tum memory. Connecting the source to our quantum memory not only showed
the resonance with an atomic system, but also the storage and retrieval of non-
classical light.
Our approach towards frequency entanglement between the two photons is
ideally suited for such a type of narrowband sources, since they inherently cre-
ate narrowband frequency bins. The high visibility competes with other types
of entanglement and the multi-modality might bring an advantage on the ro-
bustness of quantum key distribution and allows an implementation of frequency
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multiplexing.
7.3 Outlook
We demonstrated a rst example of quantum light source compatible with Pr
doped solid state quantum memories. However, several improvements could
be made. A new source is already in development, it will provide a narrower
linewidth due to a longer cavity length. This could increase the storage e-
ciency in the quantum memory, since the actual linewidth of the photons doesn't
completely match the spectral shape of the AFC.
Furthermore it is planed to store multiple frequency bins which leads to two
advantages. One is to show the possibility of frequency multiplexing for the
quantum memory and the second is to show the storage of frequency bin entangled
photons. In addition the source oers a multi dimensional type of entanglement
which allows further investigation on qudit states.
When the second source is nished it can be connected with a second Pr3+-
doped solid state quantum memory, present in one of our labs. That would enable
the possibility to entangle two quantum memories with a swapping operation on
the telecom photons.
Further improvement on the memory could enable longer the storage times.
A long storage time in the second regime, with high storage eciencies is crucial
for long distance quantum communication.
Another interesting direction would be to explore the possibility to make
quantum memory compatible sources with whispering gallery mode resonators
[53]. This would have the advantage of increased stability. However, it is likely
that PPLN would not be a suitable material for this task, because of the losses
at 606 nm and 426 nm, preventing the realization of high-Q cavities.
Finally, our source could be adapted to achieve light-matter interaction with
other matter systems such as NV centers ( = 637 nm), or Europium doped solids
(580 nm), which possess extremely long coherence times. Especially for the NV
center the requirements on wavelength and linewidth are very similar to what we
have demonstrated. Furthermore, a storage time in the second range has been
demonstrated recently [115] as a rst step to diamond based quantum repeaters.
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Secure communication using quantum key distribution would be just one ex-
ample of a possible application. Phase modulated light as used in our frequency-
bin entanglement experiments can be used for this purpose [116].Another long
term possibility would be to connect optical clocks with each other and create
a more accurate time synchronization, than it is possible with classical light,
that could also improve the sensitivity of GPS-systems [117]. Another work [118]
suggests to use quantum repeaters for a higher resolution of stellar observations
with remote telescopes connected by a quantum channel. Probably much more
quantum applications will appear with time.
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